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 Our Dark Love by Gracepule 

Prologue 

They were all pick up from their location and they were told it 

was an emergency and their life’s where in danger and which 

human being is not scared of danger, so they all agreed and are 

heading to a safe house in different vehicles and when they 

reach the safe house after a long car trip and couldn't recognize 

the place the  house is situated but it was a three story building 

with a private beach so the all arrived and it was the whole 

family and they still had a lot of questions as to what danger 

they are in. but to the grandparents it was not that shocking 

because it was a life the lead before and they had an idea what 

was going on because they knew about Aloha’s other life so it 

was not shocking and they helped come down the rest of the 

family to wait to hear from Alutha. 
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Grandfather:"can you all calm down we are all here as a family 

and I know it's unusual but I'm sure there is a good reason we 

are all here and I guess because princess is not here she is the 

one with the information so let settle down and wait for her to 

explain" and the brothers all looked shocked of how could 

princess be involved in all this thing. to them it had to be the 

Cuban brothers because they too where not here so what their 

grandfather was saying didn't make sense. 

 

Molemo:"what if she didn't make it here in time and something 

happened to her? I don't think it's the princess because the 

peréz brothers are also not her so maybe this danger is after 

them and it involved us in some kind of way"and the brothers 

nod their head in agreement because they couldn't imagine the 

princess in that light. but it seems that they are the only people 

in the dark because everyone one else in the room knew it 

might be the princess and right on cue they head cars pulling up 

the driveway and it seems the time for answers was now and 

all the peréz brothers and the couple came in and they had 

looks that could not be read by any of the people in this house 

and when the mother saw all her kids coming in she lead out a 

sigh she didn't even know she was holding and said Amen 

because she knew all her children had a life she did not approve 

of but as a mother all you can do is love them and hope and 



pray they change but now she can see they are fine and she 

really thought marriage and children would change her princess 

but it seems she is exactly the same if not worse so she will still 

pray for all their safety. 

 

The whole room has come to silence only the noise of the kids 

are making happy to see their aunty after a while and the 

question that follow about the babies in her tummy and how 

they got there and when did she swallow them. And when the 

little reunion end she instruct them to the kitchen to find 

snacks because she knew her husband was always thoughtful 

when it come to his safehouses to accommodate the family so 

the kids ran along and it was time to address the pink elephant 

in the room. 

 

Alutha:"hello family I'm sorry you had to be dragged out of your 

home for this but it needed to be done I can't explain right now 

because we are still waiting for the rest of my family to come 

then we can explain in detail so for now we can settle down 

and the ladies can go choose rooms you will be occupying for 

the remainder of you stay" the ladies being her 

mami,grandma,tshidi,Thandi(tumelo's fiance) 
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mbalenhle(pontso's girlfriend) and her friend Aya who has 

become part of the family,they all went upstairs like instructed. 

the Motaung brothers where still not convinced and now 

suspect their former friend now brother in law had a hand in 

this since his family was also coming and the cars that the 

Mkhize family were in drove to the parking garage and the 

house was full of the both families now  and everyone could 

see this really serious because even both Mkhize sisters and 

their families where here and Alutha being the good daughter 

in law welcomed the family and show them where they where 

sleeping and only come back after making sure her mami and 

grandma where also settled.  the older ladies where all in the 

kitchen now preparing a meal for both families and the man 

where having drinks but the tension between all the young man 

was too much and need to be addressed soon because they are 

now family. 

 

 

After dinner and all the kids where put to bed the adults 

gathered in the lounge waiting for an explanation so Alutha and 

her husband together with the peréz brothers stood to address 

them and the Motaung brothers all stole glance amongst each 

other to confirm their suspensions. 



Alutha:"so family the are things you don't know about us but 

before that we need to be sure telling you this we can fully 

trust that all we say here will end here so since we have lawyers 

amongst us they will know what this documents we have here 

are but for those who don't know these are NDA these are to 

say anything we say or do here stays in this house stays here 

and if any of you disclose it you will be in trouble.so family we 

would like for you to sign them before we proceed"and she 

hand them the papers after going through them and it is just 

standard NDA and they all sign  them and  hand one of the 

youngest peréz brother the contracts "so why are they not 

signing them because we are all equal here"asked Tumelo and 

the brothers just looked at him with blank expression"I will 

explain abuti"says Alutha. 

 

Alutha:"so family now that is out of the way  what I'm going to 

say might shock some of you if not all me and my husband 

together with my brothers are a part of the Cuban mafia and 

we are very dangerous people but we have kept that under 

control with my brothers here as the face of my organisation 

back in Cuba and my husband works independently without a 

team many know him as GH....." She didn't even finish the 

sentence and the were gun drawed at them from her 

grandfather"you son of bitch thought you could get way with 



this right? this was you plan all along to sleep with my baby 

and be close to me and I would not find out" ghost just stood 

there unfaced by all of this meanwhile the ladies in the room 

were on the floor the only people who where still standing 

where ghost,Alutha,the peréz brothers, Ntate 

moshimane(Alutha's father)and both her  grandparents but 

everyone was on the floor and the old man seen ready to kill 

because this was the person he has been looking for years 

without success and now he is standing there but also the 

father of his great-grandchildren.  Alutha:"papa can you please 

put the gun down you are scaring the people in this room papa 

and  I also want to know what is going on here papa:"WHAT 

GOING ON HERE IS THE FACT THAT  YOU ALUTHA IS  SLEEPING 

WITH MY BIGGEST ENEMY THAT WHAT IS GOING ON  HERE 

AND I CAN'T BELIEVE YOU DIDN'T TELL ME WHO HE IS AND THIS 

WHOLE TIME HE HAS BEEN WORMING HIS WAY IN MY 

FAMILY,AND I WILL NOT LET THIS DEVIL NEAR MY FAMILY I 

WOULD RATHER DIE FIRST" he shouted and ghost was still not 

faced by all this because if he wanted to kill him he would have 

done it by now. 

 

Ghost:"would you calm down old man you will give yourself a 

heart attack"he say that to the every angry man with a gun and 

that just fuels his anger but when he glanced at his princess he 



sees something he thought he could never see.his own blood 

ready to kill him for his worst enemy and he knows Alutha 

more than the people in this room so the look in her eyes says 

it all and  that just makes him sad because it took a lot for a 

man like him to be sad. What make him even more sad is 

that  this here is his heir the only person  to carry his legacy 

after he is gone and it doesn't matter that she is a girl his name 

will never die as long as she is alive that for sure and that 

person is looking at him will a nothing but death even after he 

told her who this man is and he knows right there she is will 

never be separated from this devil called ghost and that makes 

him very sad so he drops his gun and Alutha notice the change 

of emotions from him and she rushes to his side to try and 

assure him of her love and loyalty because he is the only person 

who support her dreams and she can't afford for him to be 

broken especially now that the enemy is out for her family she 

need to fix this but he just turns to leave and his wife follow 

after him because she has never seen her husband like this and 

Alutha goes on following them leaving everyone with so much 

questions and and a seed of doubt in the Mkhize family in what 

kind of a person their son took as his wife and mother of his 

kids excusing the fact their own son is also in the Mafia. 
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Alutha 

 

I follow them to the room because I need to assure this old 

man that he is my rock and nobody can replace him in my life 

but what happened to in there was just crazy I know ghost has 

a lot of enemies and it was a possibility that the leader of 

African mafia would be one of them but for him to threaten to 

kill him like that and you all know how possessive death is when 

it comes to ghost that's why she made an appearance but this is 

not the time for us to fight amongst ourselves we need each 

other and I need him so much right now because I don't know 

who is the enemy now and I also have trust that ghost will sort 

this mess out my babies can't born to these danger. 

 

 

When I get to the room I find ma leaning on his knees I guess 

she is trying to calm him down and I don't think he is still upset 

but I think he is just sad and I'm the reason because his code is 

family above all so this here is his breaking point Imagen your 

heiress willing to stand against with the enemy but the thing is 

he is family too and I know that ass ghost knew about this and 

he never mentioned it to me but I will handle that one later 



now I need to charm my way back in this king's heart I say king 

because he is my king I love this old man. 

 

Me:I signal ma to excuse us and she stands and pats my 

shoulder on her way out and I go to where she was and I sit on 

his lab because I can't go on my knees I'm heavily pregnant for 

goodness sake I put my arm around his neck and he puts his 

around my waist and I know not all hope is lost because he has 

acknowledged my presence I knew this action was going to 

soften him up he is a girl's dad anyway"I'm sorry if her actions 

hurt you it was not my intentions you know I subscribe to your 

code and it has become one of the many codes I leave by but 

you have to understand that he is my husband and yes I knew 

he was ghost and I didn't say anything because it was not my 

secret to disclose so as a good partner I kept his secret like he 

did with mine and you never told me he was your enemy 

WHY"and now I can tell my husband's name get his blood 

boiling the hate is visible. 

 

Pa:"you know I have never been hurt like this before because I 

never give anyone except my wife the opportunity to do so and 

I let my guard down with you because you are my heiress for 

goodness sake but now that this day has come I don't know 

how to deal with the pain and that asshole married you 



knowing that is what is pissing me off and now I get why we are 

all here because I'm also a part of the people who are after him 

and now i brought the enemy home unknowingly so do you get 

where my angere comes from. 

 

Me:but Ntate you didn't know and we can deal with this you 

know it's only a matter of time until the know about me and 

the babies so please help me fight this danger that is at my 

door and we can deal with everything else later what I need 

now is Leo the leader not Lenard Motaung my loving 

grandfather okay"I say to him and I know with this speech I can 

get him to do anything because once a mafia boss it never 

leaves you. 

 

Pa:"okay baby and I'm only doing this for you and my babies 

not that ass and please make sure he stays out of my way 

because I will not be held liable for what I might do to him"you 

know I would love to hear the story behind the hate but for 

now let me get out of his hair. 

 

Me:"I promise he will stay away and you will be working 

directly with me"I assure him and I stand up after kissing his 

cheek and he gives me a dashing smile"okay let me go and talk 



to Sean he has been quiet since I got here and it's unlike 

him"and he nod and I go to find Sean and he seem fine but I 

know him better"so young man tell me what really eating at 

you"I give him a look that says I'm not leaving her without an 

answer. 

 

Sean:well I guess there is no one that knows me better than 

you so sometime ago I met these girl and I know she is the love 

of my life but she is nothing like the woman I'm used to. she 

arrogant and I know she can change but her drama is just too 

much you know the last time she got to my apartment and 

found that I was not there she literally tracked my phone till 

she found me and when she did she said I'm smelling of sex 

mind you I'm at work so now I'm embarrassed at work because 

I have a crazy girl friend and she gets mad when I don't 

introduce her to my "friends"and that being you and Aya 

because she also find it hard to believe I don't have friends and 

you know I can't introduce her to ma and pa because well she is 

crazy but right now my biggest issue is that I'm here and she 

has no idea where I am and I'm worried what she might do if I 

don't reach out and I can't do that because I will be putting the 

family at risk so there you have it" well he is in a bit of a jam 

and I need to help him or he will be like this the whole time and 

I need his expertise for the mission ghost is going on. 



 

Me:"okay buddy I'm not sure how I can help but I will try what's 

her name"siphosethu Hlophe and she is clean I checked"he 

answers and I just nod "but you know right now I can't afford 

you like this so snap out of it and let's work we have a real 

threat coming our way"he nod and I stand to leave I'm 

ju..."thank you for lending me you ear even when you are going 

through so much yet you make time for me thanks sis"and I just 

nod going out so where was I?oh I'm just asking myself how this 

whole leaving arrangement going work because I know the 

Mkhize family probably back to hating because I put their 

precious son in danger and that danger being my grandfather. 

so I head there to manage the situation because it need 

damage control. 

When I get down  the first floor I can see they are still shocked 

and you can tell because they are sitting in a group like their 

lifes are in immediate danger well this family is very dramatic 

and I'm sure that ass I call a husband left without putting their 

minds at ease"hao bomme you are not in you rooms resting 

pela it's late n you are supposed to be sleeping by now" and 

they give me a bad eye this woman act like kids really that why 

ghost just left them here"how can we sleep when we don't 

know if we will wake up with all this danger in our sons house I 

mean he almost die just now I'm sure he is praying to his 



ancestors to protect him"says mashandu like really he almost 

died wow this man need to come here and deal with his family 

because I'm tired mina"ma Bheki will come and explain what 

happened just now but for now I need to make sure you are 

comfortable okay so please go to your rooms and we will come 

and explain this" and I see the man nodding so I guess they 

understand where I'm coming from with this issue and they 

stand to go sleep so now I can check on my mami because I 

know she has questions I mean it's very hard being me because 

now I'm going up and down assuring people because this is my 

house and my mess so I go to the second floor to check on the 

kids it's only us and the kids in this foor and it has a cinema and 

kitchen play room and when I find all of them sleeping I go 

down the elevator to ground floor to check on my parents and 

all the elders rooms are here but further down in the East wing 

so when I get near her room I hear giggles and I think I know 

what is going on here and I'm glad I caught them in the act so I 

knock and it goes silent and I hear come in and she is laying in 

bed alone SMH these two are way to old for this"mami I 

thought you had company I head voices"and she shake her 

head shying away"voices no Hijo I'm alone maybe it's the TV" I 

just glare at her taking a sit on the ottoman because I don't 

know what was happening on that bed"DAD JUST COME OUT 

YOU ARE TOO OLD FOR THIS HIDING IN THE CLOSET PLEASE 

COME OUT"and my mom hides her face with her hand and he 



comes out from the walk in closet with his tail between his legs 

"we are all adults here I have known about you two for a while 

now so stop this hiding because you are really bad at this 

sneaking around because even the boys know about you we are 

just waiting for you to tell us,I came here to check on you so 

since you made my job easier by finding you together and I see 

you are fine I will leave good night parents"I say already at the 

door leaving going to the basement because that's where the 

crew and my husband are working so I go to find them. 
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Bhekokwake Mkhize 

 

 

I have been here for a while now trying to break through this 

firewall and I'm not winning this is all frustrating because I have 

a family now I can afford to act like a loose cannon.but I have a 

couple of leads and the first is Santos and Leo(grandfather in 

law)they both share one thing in common and that is not 

letting go and this always pisses me of is gangsters that bring 

emotions to the game and you know that why we are in this 

pissing game with the both of them about things that where 

pure business that went sour but Leo would not do that 

especially since hurting me would be hurting himself because I 

love and married his heiress so I put him aside and I focus on 

Santos he is still acting bitchy because I refuse to eliminate 

DEATH and he doesn't even know DEATH is my only weakness 

that comes with a lot of weakness because believe it or not my 

wife might seem tough and deadly but she has a lot of 

weakness and that makes her different from me and it get very 

difficult for me because she is my only weakness and because 

we are one her weakness are mine aswell so now it falls on me 

to be the man and put my foot down and because she is at her 

most valuable because of the babies although if push came to 



shove DEATH will take care of them even if it kills her that how 

much I trust her and also this minions here in my layer the are a 

loyal bunch you would swear they are blood siblings to my wife 

with the loyalty they present all four of them think ,talks the 

same and work together like we'll oiled machine and I wish I 

had that when I was starting out it would have spared me a lot 

of headaches along the year because this siblings are 

everything you would wish for in siblings.and the comes my 

beautiful pregnant wife and I can see she is tired and annoyed 

and the annoyed part come from her newly found weakness 

the Mkhize family and I know she will complain soon because 

they are handfull she walks like a Pinguin now because of the 

pregnancy and it's weired because her tummy is so flat but the 

big nose and boobs are evident that she is pregos now she goes 

and kisses all this idiot and they're smiling bathing in my wife's 

love looking at her like the only thing on God's earth these boys 

really loves and respects her like she is the eldest even the 

older one and the respect goes both ways with them.its only 

now she remembers she is married wow the wife's we have 

SMH. 

 

Me:when she reaches me she is breathing heavily but I spot a 

little worry and I know it's because all her loved one are in one 

place so if they find us it would be deadly for all of us"don't 



worry mama I will never let that happen ok"she nods with a lot 

of reservation"you trust me right"I ask so that I'm sure she will 

let me take of things and she come closer and lays her head on 

my chest and I have my answer so I kiss the top of her 

head"okay mother of monsters let's get to work because I keep 

hitting this firewall and my answers are here and she breaks the 

hug and goes to the monitor and stare at it for while like she is 

thinking of something before turning to me"I might have just 

the person to help you" I give her pazzled look when she 

reaches for the house lines that goes to every room and dial the 

specific room number"come to the basement......yes you will 

see it"and we are now all looking at her to see which miracle 

she has come up with because I don't remember anyone better 

than me with computers in this house and after a while we hear 

foot steps and along comes Sean her nerdy and quiet cousin 

this boys looks too good to be a nerd I'm telling you okay let me 

give you a picture he looks like those Sicilian man just the Black 

version and it's just weird that he is a nerd "oh guys you all 

know him as my cousin only Manuel knows what this guy here 

mean to me he is my go to person with everything even work 

so in a way he is DEATH'S secret weapon meet Eagle the hacker 

but don't call him that just Sean will do"she says like she just 

introduced a nobody and I have been trying to hire this guy for 

my company for awhile now and I always hit a break wall in 

finding him and he only works anonymously I mean this guy 



one hacked NASA, FBI and CIA just to name a few he has 

affiliation with Boko Haram and Al Shabab as clients and he is 

here wow I mean one of the few people I respect in the 

game"so buddy do your thing hubby here has been trying to get 

through that firewall"and he just nod and gets to work and the 

idiots are just star struck by him and well so as I. 

 

Sean:"well it looks like you made quite a mess of things 

because you are now under the FBI most wanted and the only 

good thing about it is that you know how to cover up your work 

identity well I know this because you come as highly 

recommend but that all now falls at your disadvantage because 

those recommendations are now all your enemies are they 

want you out because it seem you know where most bodies are 

buried so that why you are R.E.D(Ru ruthless and extremely 

dangerous) right now but not to worry I have delayed them for 

now sent the them on a wild goose chase in Brazil and you 

know how these agents the are like a dog to a bone for a good 

arrest so now the real work begins and please remember I 

don't do bullet that your thing my work end here in this room 

okay " well it's only now I get the severity of the danger I put 

my family in because I'm not just looking at one enemies but all 

my previous clients after me and that means I will have to pull 

some serious strings and my wife might hate me after this"so 



this means what exactly?"asks my wife and I know by just a 

look she knows what we are facing and she wants 

confamination and right now I need her to trust me"it mean the 

will be blood rain before we see a rainbow sis"that him giving it 

to her like it is"well I might have the guys to help you but it 

might mean more harm than good and it might open you eyes 

to the most dangerous and mythical world you never thought 

existed I mean thing made from fairy tales i tell you but that 

will be our last resort right you need papa and it seem someone 

made an enemy of him as well"he says looking at me and I have 

a hate love for the kid not like this idiots next to my wife that 

seem to have scammed their way in my heart this one here is 

yet to be decided"don't worry buddy pa is on board we had a 

talk earlier"he nods and she smiles.you know I married good I 

tell you my wife represent a few respect woman in the world 

she has gained respect by just being herself and I really like her 

when she is being her self she love hard and that is one of her 

strongest traid because people just love and respect her 

naturally not like me the fear me more than respect me so she 

is the right fit for me. 

 

Me:"thanks man you really came through for me because I 

don't know how I would have known that if it wasn't for you 

expertise"I say shaking his hand he has my respect "so he does 



know how to humble himself wow how the mighty have 

fallen"says the idiot josé and they all bust out laughing you 

know this one thinks we are in a competition for my wife"SO 

YOU ARE BUSY HOSTING A COMEDY CLUB WHEN MY WHOLE 

FAMILY IS SQUASHED IN ONE HOUSE LIKE SARDINES"and the 

whole room goes quiet you can hear a pin drop and that can 

only be the big bad Leo and only my wife is not scared of this 

man because she goes and gives him a kiss on the cheek and I 

see all the wall fall he bring he in for a hug and a kiss on the 

forehead "no pa we are working and we have made a few good 

leads tell him buddy"and he looks at Sean"oh yes just the Man I 

wanted pa remember you old friends in the mountains we need 

them now 
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can that be done?"and he gives him an unexplainable look and I 

think it's maybe fear"well thing can't be that bad that we need 

them"and he exclaimed hard "code red?"he asks and Sean nods 

and with that he come and punch me and that hurts like hell 

this old man has a mean right hook "get the message to them 

son we have alot going on so let's get to work you princess you 

go and rest remember you are carrying precious cargo "he says 

to her and she nods and we go out together because I need to 

tuck her in she is my wife after all"let me put her to bed the I 

will join you guys thanks again Sean"and he nods and we leave 



and I'm glad this house has an elevator because it would be 

hard for her going up those stairs with the monsters in her 

tummy. 

 

Me:"mama you need to trust I will do anything and everything 

to protect you guys from thread right?"and she looks at me 

with the most loving eyes ever and just melt that this person 

really loves me and I kiss her lips like I never did before and 

responds to it and it gets heated fast and in no time our clothes 

are all over the room and only our breathing you can head in 

the room and I reach my hand to her moist nuna and she is 

ready for me so I put my member on her entrance and slide in 

slowly and the warmth is some thing I would never explained it 

is an out of body experience and I would die here"aaahhhh 

baba that feels so good"and I know that permission to move 

and I give her my most slowest and hard thrust and she is in a 

world of her own and that does wonders to my ego so I thrust 

deeper"oh.....yes... that's it .... Ahhhh...fuck come on my sex 

God give it to me ...Ahhhh thats...so good .....oh my god I love 

you so much"and she cums hard and after a few strokes I follow 

suite and now we are both breathing hard and I carefully slide 

out going to the ensuite for a towel to clean us up and when I 

get to the room she is sleeping in the same position I left her in 

SMH she really was exhausted from the day from hell we 



had.so I clean her up and tuck her in bed and kiss her forehead 

before leaving the room to join the man. 

 

We have been at work all night trying to clean this mess and it 

seems having this team a has come in handy and I have to say 

again thank you to my forefathers for the wife they gave me 

because this is all her team and they did most of the heavy 

lifting and I now have the names of people after me and I'm a 

fraid the have brought death at their doorstep because I will 

not let this go unpunished it's a betrayal to a very old code of 

honour amongst thieves but I will safe one for last because I'm 

going to enjoy this one Santos because it will be in honour of 

DEATH because she is still unavailable right now so that one will 

be for her"so I guess gentlemen from here on wards it's on me 

because I'm not letting them get away with plotting to kill me 

and therefore putting my whole family at risk I smell blood" 

 

Leo:"what pisses me off about you ghost is that you have zero 

loyalty,you only look out for self and enjoy shedding blood. 

somethings require you to monitor them from afar and not 

act"he say with a disgust look on his face. 

 



Me:"well Leo it's both a curse and a blessing because I would 

kill and die for what's mine that includes your family aswell"I 

tell him and he shakes his head not losing the look on his face. 

 

Leo:"Imagen having a blood thirsty beast as a son wow Hai 

Alutha really dealt with me on this one my very own heiress I 

think this a punishment for all the wrongs I did in the world"he 

says going out living me with these idiots and Sean of course 

because you can even forget he is in the room the way he is so 

quiet so I go to him "so what are you doing here so quiet" I say 

because he has been clued on the piece of paper in his hands 

and it's only now I see it's a drawing of a woman. 

 

Sean:"and you know how to rattle his cage right " he signals Leo 

with his head and I just chuckle"well he like it when I do that 

and I guess the past never really goes away so based on our 

past we might never get along so who is she?"he take a look at 

the pictures and goes back to glaring at the wall"she is 

important"he say more like he is making a statement"you know 

from what I know about you it's known that you are not very 

sociable but I guess the sources were wrong because you are 

sociable you have talking since I got here, and except for your 

intimidating look and your reputation you don't seem bad as 

they make you out to be"and I think about it for while and his 



observations is wrong and who ever is the source is right I hate 

people and he just has the kind of aura I fuck with it is dark but 

not heavy so the is light to him it's only his mind that is dark 

just like mine "well that being with a person like your cousin 

can do wonders to a lonely heart you find yourself living life to 

enjoy it and not just to exist"and at the mention of Alutha he 

lights up "well that true she a jam that one you got one in a 

million you are a lucky man I tell you some of us can only hope" 

so this is about a woman "so why is she not here if she is as 

important as you say she is?"I ask in reference to the woman in 

the picture "man it's complicated she is different and this here 

would freak her out" and now I why this life is not for everyone 

"so different good or bad and I suppose she doesn't know 

about Eagle right" he nod and I feel so lucky when I met Alutha 

she was already in this world so telling her was not a problem 

at all "well a mixture of both good and bad but very clean and I 

think she has the most captivating presence ever so she is not 

made for this other lifestyle I live" okay this is difficult 

situations he finds himself in so I just pat him on the shoulder 

and that one thing I don't do it's human contact so this means 

he is special that I'm comfortable with touching him and with 

that i leave the room to join my wife in bed. 

  



3 

Molemo Motaung 

 

As and older brother I'm concerned about my younger siblings 

all the time but with princess it's like she purposely takes away 

every role I play in her life and as brother it doesn't feel nice 

because for a long time I have always been a go to person to 

my siblings it's in me and I like it like that but with princess it's 

different she has this life thing on lock down and it's even 

worse now she married the only person who understood me, 

so now I have to run around like a headless chicken trying to 

figure out when she will need me but she also has another 

person doing my job and it's that boy Manuel she goes to him 

about everything and she became shocked when I'm not very 

welcoming with those boys she is our little sister but now they 

have completely taken over from us that my problem. I even 

need to ambush her with a sibling meeting just to see her I 

really need to address this but not with the brothers just the 

two of us so since it's morning and it seems like all the 

important man in her life are sleeping because they were all up 

the whole night doing things that are not so legal and it seems 

my dad is okay with this whole thing because when I tried 

talking to him about this life she leads he said "molemo my son 

please talk to your sister because I feel like my wife is not at 



peace because her womb has been divided in to two and that 

was always her biggest fear because of the age gap so please 

try reaching out to know the kind of person the last fruit of you 

mother's womb is" so today I'm having this conversation with 

her when I get to the kitchen I find the woman who own my 

heart busy I'm sure she is making breakfast and I know that she 

is pissed because in our house everyone is incharge of their 

own breakfast we are okay with cereal so here she has to be a 

daughter in law and accommodate everyone and she hate 

house chores with a passion,she is a complete slay queen I tell 

you and that one of the things I love about her she has never 

been anything else since I met her she made it clear to me that 

if I'm in love with her like I say then I will have to deal with the 

fact that she doesn't clean or cook but her job is to look nice 

always and I loved her ever since but my family is not a fan but 

mom is very nice to her and she like her just the way she is and 

they are very close that one of the things that made me call her 

mom she is a complete mother to all my siblings.so I go to her 

and give her a hug from behind "morning my king you are up 

well I'm glad so that you can help me with this big breakfast for 

every one in this darm house you know I never liked you sister 

she has always rubbed me the wrong way but what she said 

last night made me her biggest fan like she is a complete boss 

bitch and I fuck with that not that pretentious perfect little miss 

doctor from Cuba I hated that bitch but this one well she is 



queen I tell you.plus she gave me a mini baecation nyana and 

this house is to die for so later we are going use that private 

beach because it looks so neglected so I will use it and it's a 

bonus you don't have to work" and did I mention she can talk 

for all of Africa and my little princess took after her with this 

loud mouth so I turn her around to face me and kiss her and 

she respond "good morning my queen how are this morning 

okay you don't have to answer that I can tell you are okay and 

yes we can adopt the beach it's not like we can do everything in 

this prison and I'm glad you like her now because one of us has 

to because she is not my favourite person right now and I need 

an agent meeting with her about this life, because I liked the 

doctor from Cuba" I say and she turns to switch off the stove 

and she pulls me to the foyer I guess she need to talk to me 

because she find a sit and she sits me down and sits on my lab 

and because this is how we usually have our serious talks I 

know she is about to make sense. 

 

Tshidi:"so my king you know she is a grown woman with her 

own family right?" and she begins 

 

Me:"I know love but she is also my little sister and I feel she has 

also forgotten that because since she came from Cuba she has 

completely changed and I don't like it one bit" 



 

Tshidi:"you don't like it because she grew from needing to be 

helped by all of you with everything or you don't like it because 

you feel like she doesn't need you guys anymore?" Here goes 

the sence I was talking about  

 

Me:"what is the difference between the two because she is 

never too old to need her brothers" I defend 

 

Tshidi:"I feel like you guys feel like she replaced you guys with 

the chicos and that why you are all so hostile to them and you 

are all wrong they have a place in her life and you guys also 

have a place it's just that you are too quick to judge her 

because according to you guys she has always been your 

responsibility but that is your dad's job not yours and he seems 

fine with it so what is wrong with you guys?"  

 

Me:"you don't understand she is the baby of the family the very 

youngest and we helped raise her and it seems she has 

forgotten all that because we are always the last to know what 

goes on her life and that get me worked up an...."THAT IS A LIE 

AND YOU KNOW IT" we both turn to find her standing there 

with tear in her eyes so my beautiful wife to be excuses us and I 



signal her to come closer and she comes and sits where tshidi 

was sitted and she breaks down and I try to comfort her but she 

keeps crying "WHAT THE FUCK DID YOU DO TO HER NOW? SHE 

WAS FINE JUST A MINUTE AGO YOU ASSHOLE MADE HER 

CRY"says hulk coming in for the rescue and she jumps in his 

arms like I was not comforting her just now little traitor.they 

have a moment and she has stopped crying and he kisses her 

lips eyes and nose that he wiped with his shirt so now I can see 

that this idiot is whipped because guy hate germs and for him 

to do that is a big deal. So now that she is back on my lab and 

hulk has left it means we can talk. 

 

Her:"so you think I don't appreciate you guys and I'm selfish?" 

she asks in a breaking voice and that breaks Mr heart. 

 

Me:"well to some extent yes I think that because you have 

totally forgotten about us and you make decisions about your 

life alone now and I feel we don't have use in your life's now 

that's why we have to sign NDA'S to know your secrets". 

 

Her:"well you never took interest in my life all you guys do is to 

dictate to how thing should be in my life. and quite frankly you 

guys don't involve me in your lifes too and I also don't know 



what's happening in your life and even way back you guys did 

that and I used to know what you guys were doing because you 

had to inform papa and I was joined at the hip with him". 

 

Me:"well I didn't know that but you know somethings we could 

not discuss with you because you were a baby to understand". 

 

Her:"and yet I understood when you told papa because he took 

time explain everything 

Advertisement 

you just shoved me to the side like a last thought and you know 

I never had friends growing up and you continued living your 

life with no concern about how I dealt with teenage problems 

and your excuse was she is not a trouble some teen so we don't 

have to worry about her" 

 

Me:"but you were not trouble growing up so that why it shocks 

us that you are always involved in so trouble now" 

 

Her:"you know I have never met your girlfriends like your little 

I'm supposed to be your go to person about such things but you 



all denied me the opportunity that why I ended falling for your 

friend because I didn't know your people and that why I don't 

get along with you girlfriend/fiance because I don't think she is 

good for you because I judge her from a distance and I don't 

know your type to judge clearly" 

 

Me:"okay I guess we are both in the wrong here but I also have 

a problem that you trust Manuel and them more that us and 

we are the last to know about things". 

 

Her:"well that is because you guys are judgemental and you 

would dismiss me before I finished the word mafia and with 

them it's easy Manuel I have stronger bond with him because 

he trained me, as difficult as it was to him he put his reasons 

aside and trained me and during that training he would beat 

me us so bad that I wouldn't be able to move for weeks just to 

prove how I was not made for this life and each time he felt I 

enjoyed the life he would have me beaten up so I can quit and 

do you know what he did the time I tried smoking he got all his 

friends to offer me a smoke in most awkward places and I made 

a decision to stop. so he didn't make a decision that I should 

stop but he gave me a chance to choose if I want to be hoe or a 

lady and he never mentioned it once to me instead Luis is the 

one that told years later. so you guys are doing this brother role 



wrong because you think you can dictate to me like I'm a two 

year old and I'm a wife now and a mother to be, and I just felt 

it's too late to educate you guys". 

 

Me:"so basically we suck as brothers" and she laughs out loud 

 

Her:"pretty much and it suck because I love you we come from 

the same womb for goodness sake". 

She says sulking and I'm glad we had this talk because I feel 

mom would have smacked all our head for not being close that 

was a thing for her because she was an orphan. 

 

Her:"just for for example why did you break you longest 

friendship? Because I dated him? and you still haven't reached 

out even today and you even fail to see he does need you as his 

only friend you are too blinded by pride to see he is not 

okay.and it's not like he corrupted me he found me a mess". 

Another point because I also don't have friends outside my 

brothers he was my go to person for everything and just to be 

honest he treats her like a golden egg and that all I wanted for a 

person she would end up with. 

 



Me:"okay you made your point I will have a talk with him and 

this is what I always wanted for him anyway and to have our kid 

to grow together so I'm really happy he found his peace with 

you". 

 

Her:"we dear brother let me go look for my husband he needs 

to make us food because I saw your slay queen making food 

and I can't put my kids in danger like that". She says laughing 

and I shout PRACTICE WHAT YOU PREACH LESS JUDGING and I 

guess the peréz brothers saw her they all come to greet her 

with kisses and the respect they show her resonate even from 

an outsider I wonder why I never saw it before? okay my ego 

got in the way. So I go have breakfast and my wife is still slaving 

in the kitchen and the couple are Ingrossed on each with Bheki 

making weird food for her I mean who eat avocado mixed 

amasi"you asshole want to kill my babies what's that you are 

making" I say hugging my wife and I whisper in her ear "you 

know you don't have to do this" and she gives me a boy bye 

look and I focus on the couple and they make such a cute 

couple shame "why are you staring at us idiot haven't you seen 

people in love before" and I just chuckle at that because that 

means we are good now "well what I don't get it why did the 

people in love didn't get a chef because some of us are not 

made for this life" and that would be my crazy wife tired of 



playing the perfect Makoti "you really didn't have to do it mami 

could have done it or the Mkhize ladies they are very 

domesticated I tell you while I burn even and egg but I can kill a 

man in my sleep so don't beat yourself up we are all good at 

different things" and this one talks about killing people like it's 

drinking coke "so tell me how does it feel I mean killing 

someone,and how do you apply for such a job maybe I could kill 

at it don't you think so my king".and she is putting crazy ideas 

I'm my woman's head and they are laughing at my shocked face 

when she asked such questions "just join my security Academy 

for that no need for applications"and she continues "so that 

what the school is for Jesus Alutha princess Mta.... Mkhize I 

know we just spoke about this now but Jesus you are making 

more of you even those nice innocent girls I saw when I went 

for a tour. Hai! you are going straight to hell I tell you" I say this 

pulling my wife leaving the kitchen but she seems interested in 

this whole conversation. 

  



4 

Aya 

 

She has taught herself that life is never what it seem that why 

she makes the decision she makes about her life. To her when 

something doesn't serve the purpose its supposed to she lets it 

go and she has lived with this rule all her life that why she left 

her ex,she found that love was not enough when it come to 

relationship respect and other aspects come to play as well so 

she left before it got messy because she does not do messy 

ever. so that why this whole thing with Lesego it's confusing 

because she has known him for years because he is her 

bestfriend brothers and Alutha is not just a friend to her she is 

her sister she has played a huge role in her life and since she is 

an orphan she usually feels lonely but not with Alutha she went 

to Cuba and come back with the world's best mother for all of 

them because that Alicia peréz is. she is God's gift to earth she 

plays the mother role so effortlessly you can tell that this is her 

purpose in life.so back to Lesego they were both picked up at 

her apartment because they have been sleeping together and it 

all started this one crazy night of clubbing with her ex and a 

couple of friends and yes she is friends with her ex because 

again she doesn't do messy so the breakup was peaceful so 

they stayed friends.so Lesego was there at the club on the day 

in question he was there with his brothers because they are 



more friends that brothers so when he met her losing her step 

near the toilet he took it upon himself to take her home 

because she was more like princess to him he could never have 

left her there so that when thing took an unexpected turn, she 

kissed him when they got to her apartment and that the first 

time he saw her as a woman not this forward teen she was 

when they first met and the opportunity to see her as one was 

never afforded to him because she was his baby sister 

bestfriend so the kiss took him by surprise but not her. she said 

after Kissing him"I have always.... wanted to do that.... they 

look so juicy"and indeed the kiss was non like he has ever had 

so he kissed her again which led to a whole night of Passion and 

that night turned into a full day of 'getting it out of their system 

' because this was never happening again and that when they 

were told their lives where in danger so maybe it was a good 

thing they were together because it made things easier for the 

team that was sent to pick them up. 

 

 

So now she finds her self in a predicament because it seem he 

has not left her system because of the sneaking up in her room 

in the middle of the night and because everyone is so focused 

on Alutha and her mafia husband well that was not such a 

shocker Alutha has always given gangster vipes since she came 

back so and the fact that Bheki was the one she lost her 



virginity to back in Cuba was completed gangster love vipes, so 

back to Lesego who is cuddling her since the early hours of the 

morning and he is being an ass like usual moaning about how 

Bheki corrupted his baby sister and frankly this thing is 

redundant to say the least. 

 

Les:"that friend of yours will be the death of us I'm telling you" 

to tell you the truth this brothers are narcissistic I tell you so 

Alutha can't be anything if it does not align with how they see 

her. 

 

Aya:"Les can we please stop talking about my friend now. 

Alutha is a big girl and she can handle this life and she and her 

husband seem to have this on a lockdown and I really think you 

guys should let it go now it's has reached its expiring date now 

let her make the mistake she is so young she will learn from 

them. What I want to know is what are you still doing here 

because we said no cuddling it complicate things". And he 

squeezed himself even more into me. 

 

Les:"well I like you Aya and I just realised I can never get you 

out of my system so I'm not doing it I will be here until you see 

the light and maybe one day we can be more than this. 

 

Aya:"what do you mean I can't have a player as a boyfriend I'm 



too old to be mothering an old man  or to try and train you to 

be perfect for me and that why I'm single. I'm a perfectionist in 

all aspects of life so my partner should be close to that and 

Wena bhuti are not it. you might like the idea of being with me 

but I promise it's not going to work no matter how good you 

are between the sheets so no it's not going to happen". Well 

that might seem a bit harsh but I'm being honest he is the only 

one without a stable girlfriend between the brothers and he 

has a kid.  

 

Les:"that's unfair you are judging without knowing me and 

what I stand for and quite frankly I'm offended by your 

assumptions because I have a reason for me to stay single and 

yes I do fool around because somethings need to be taken care 

of but I will not expose my child to different woman because 

my parents were a very good example to me and I know my 

mom would rise from the grave if I become anything less than, 

so sisi you won't have to "mother or train" me because I have a 

mother and I'm not a dog that needs training I'm just a single 

dad that is raising a daughter and trying to provide her with the 

most normal childhood because the world has dealt her bad set 

of cards by having a fucked up mother and I'm compensating 

that by being the best dad to her that she never lacks.  so yes I 

play around a lot because I haven't found my one and today 

when I saw you with her  



feeding, helping to tie her shoes I thought now that's what I 

want for her and you are already it for me so keeping you made 

sense". Wow keeping me just wow I have never met a more self 

absorbed person in my life,you know most of the things he said 

are nice and good qualities to have In a partner and yes the 

little princess is so perfect but Hai! I give up on this one so I was 

a decision he took base on how I fit in his life wow. I get out of 

bed without saying anything go the ensuite to clean and I put 

on my bikini to clear my mind at the beach "so now you are 

going to leave while we are discussing our future" this man is 

an ass I tell you so I leave without even looking at him. 

 

This house is beautiful and I can see it in my future and it seems 

everyone is doing their own thing. it is a lot of people in this 

house but there is privacy because the house has space so 

instead you feel like you are in a hotel,I'm at the beach 

watching the wave and I can't help but think where I'm going 

with my life yes I have a great job and I'm doing well for myself 

but this can't be it.... "Penny for your thoughts" a voice pulls me 

out of my introspection and when turn I find my very pregnant 

friend she doesn't look pregnant but the nose and hips say it all 

 

Me:"I will take one of those millions in your bank account Mrs 

Mkhize. I like calling her that since she got married and she 

loves it.she slowly walks next to me and try and sit "no don't sit 



let's rather take a walk it's good for my babies" so I stand ready 

to walk. 

 

Her:"I have been looking to talk to you about my 

announcement and the NDA to try an....."you don't have to 

explain anything I know you trust me but even I would have 

made you sign it so we are cool" I say before she explained any 

further. 

 

Her:"okay I know you what's up?" She is right she knows me 

better than anyone.and the fact that when her life and family 

were in danger she thought of me says a lot about our 

relationship so I trust her. 

 

Me:"well it's a guy and he is a narcissist before anything so I 

should put it out there be for I say anything so yeah we kind of 

hoocked up one night that turned into one full day of gooood 

tlof and he told me not so long ago that he is 'keeping' me 

because I'm good with his kid so yeah". And she laughs out loud 

and I punch the side of her arm just a bit joining her in laughter. 

 

Her:"that...sounds like one of my dick head brothers you know I 

think there is something wrong with those boy.......no Aya it 

can't be one of my brothers oh my gosh Aya" she says after 

looking at me while talking and I guess the look on my face sold 



me out when she mentioned her brothers. 

 

Me:" well it kind of happened and the dick decided to ruin the 

moment by being himself" she has her eyes wide open and I 

think she is shocked at the possibility of me fucking her 

brothers because I have always said I don't like any of them. 

"Which one?and to think those dicks gave me a hard time 

because I was dating their friend wow" "it's Les" I just blurb it 

out waiting for her to go crazy but that would be out of 

character for her but you can never know with pregnant 

women. 

 

Her:"Hai ke le wena you had to go for the biggest ass of all that 

one I wouldn't recommend even to my worst enemy he is never 

been in a relationship as far as I know and you are right Lesego 

is a narcissist okay come down Alutha and  I'm trailing off so he 

said he is keeping you how?" 

 

Me:"well it was this morning after he sneaked in my room last 

night and when I woke up this morning I wake up cuddled on 

his chest and I ask him when is he sneaking back out because 

he seems to forget that we are just a casual fucks.he is just said 

'I like you and I saw how good you are with Lesedi and I decided 

to keep you' " and I continue telling her what happened after 

that and her mouth is on the floor. 



 

Her:"well that's a lot. well you know he has a point. he has 

been a very good role model to the child. And you my friend are 

a walking red flag and I'm just being honest". I really can't argue 

with that because I'm always the first person to notice red flags 

in the opposite gender and that is a red flag on its own. so I get 

where she is coming from with that so I nod in agreement. 

Me:"Well my friend the thing is I think I like Les it's just I won't 

admit it to myself and yes I like it when he is being his 

obnoxious self and I don't know how deal with that because I 

like his flaws more than his perfections". 

Her:"well I suggest you talk to his about his future plans and if 

they line up with yours then you can work on this thing and 

maybe it's a good thing he is keeping you for Lesedi she does 

need females in her life I know how that affects can affect a 

child".she is making more sence and I hate it. 

We have been out here for a while now so the best thing is to 

take Bheki's wife back to him before he complains. And as we 

are walking in there are man in traditional Sesotho blankets 

walking in with papa(Alutha's grandfather) and I'm so scared 

from what I have head of the people who wear this blanket, I'm 

scared they have a very bad reputation and so I let my girl go 

join them and i retire to my room because that where people 

are maybe I was the one who missed  the memo. 

  



5 

Alutha 

 

Papa;"litumeliso Beng ba ka le amohelehile ke kopa le ntatele 

ka nqa ena"  (greetings gentlemen welcome please follow me 

these side) 

 

Gentlemen1:"rea leboha(thank you )and we all follow them 

down to the basement and my grandfather pulls me 

aside"princess this is the big leagues so right here is break or 

make if you get these man to respect you they will be your 

allies not because it's your birth right but because you earned it 

okay knock them dead) 

 

Papa:"ka hona Bahlomphehi bana ba ka mona ke bana ba ka,ba 

iphumana ba le bohlasoa ke ka hona re leng teng kaofela"   (so 

gentlemen these here are my kids and they find themselves in a 

bit of mess that's why we are all here) 

 

Gentlemen1:"malome oa hao o ile a romela tšoarelo ea hae o 

ile a tšoaroa" (your uncle sent his apologies he got held up) 

 

Papa:"mme ke ne ke labalabela ho mmona e se e le 

nakwana"(and I was looking forward to seeing him it's been 

awhile)and they all laugh maybe it's an inside joke 
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I look at my husband and he is not even intimidated by all these 

powerful men and you can just tell that they command respect 

when they enter the room and he has his eyes on these one 

gentlemen who couldn't take his eyes from me and I sence he 

wants to be a problem but not here in this house there is only 

one boss and that is my husband so he better gets in line. 

 

Gentlemen2:"hantle ke hlooho o re bana ba hau empa u tseba 

haholo hore ha re bue litaba tsa banna le mosali ho thoe'ng" 

(well I head you say your children but you know very we that 

we don't talk man's business with woman around so what's 

this)and I did say he is going to be a problem but I need be a 

lady and represent papa well as his heiress because I know men 

like these hell my husband is one of them traditionalist egotistic 

maniacs they think women place is in the kitchen so they are in 

for a big shock with these girl. 

 

Papa:"oa! Bahlomphehi enoa ke setloholo saka Alutha ke tla 

mo lumella hore a itsebise" (oh! Gentlemen this is my 

granddaughter Alutha and I will let her introduce herself)and 

just like that he puts me on the spot and I must say the 

testosterone in this room it's overwhelming and all eyes are on 

me okay girl it's time to show them you deserve to be here. 

 



Me:"afternoon gentlemen my Sotho it's not very good I hope 

you don't mind the language of choice" and I see them nod "so 

gentlemen my name is Alutha Motaung and this here is my 

husband Bhekokwake Mkhize I'm both a business woman and a 

wife and I excel at both roles but that not why we are 

here,what brings us here is business and it seems someone has 

become a thorn on my side and that threatenes the well being 

of my family and I really don't like thorns. Me and my husband 

both run a smooth businesses and it's seems someone has 

discovered his real identity and that means soon I will also be 

made and we can't have that because it means we are all dead I 

mean me and my family. 

 

Gentlemen2:"ke khoebo efeng ena ke kopa o fihle tabeng 

ngoanana re banna busy ha re na nako ea sena (which business 

is this please get to the point young girl we are busy man we 

don't have time for this).see what I mean by egotistic but I 

don't know this man and I can't really tell them about us but 

when I look at papa and he nod I know I can trust them. 

 

Me:"well gentlemen I'm known as DEATH and my husband as 

GHOST"and I hear gasps and I know I got them hooked "so as 

you all know how important it is to keep that a secret because 

we are also expecting our first children twins and we would like 

to eliminate every thread coming our way and I would like to 



know if we can count on you when the time comes". 

 

Gentlemen1:"well my dear it's tricky because we have no 

business with your husband and I can tell you right here that if 

it was not for you or the surname you carry he would be dead 

by now but we respect your surname too much to make an 

enemy of you and I do know how you two are good at what you 

do but there are other mafia groups that won't like that we are 

doing business with you turning us into enemies". 

 

Me:" well I get that but you haven't really introduced your self 

and we would like to get that out of the way before we 

continue" 

 

Papa:"oh! Princess these man here are known as the Marashea 

the Lesotho mafia and the control most the country even their 

economy and government and its leaders is your great grand 

uncle it a pity he is not here but he is my uncle and he inherited 

it from my father him from my grandfather and it was supposed 

to be passed down to me but I already run Africa and you as my 

heiress have to take over from me and run Africa but he 

doesn't have a son to take after him but has a daughter and she 

will have to marry in to the mafia so that her son will take over 

one day until we have a boy good enough to inherit it back to 

the family". 



 

Me:"okay gentlemen as you have mentioned you have business 

to attend somewhere let's get working baba can you take over" 

I address my husband because he has been too quiet and I 

know something is bothering him. 

 

Ghost:"well as you all know I'm a man of few words I let my 

work speak for me and my beautiful wife has said enough but 

the person after me is after a sit I'm about to acquire and that is 

the Cuban mafia leader and that will make me the first African 

to sit there and one of the most powerful man in the world and 

you will need me in you corner so that men is Santos. You see 

I'm in line to the sit and Santos has been waiting for it that's 

why he sent my wife in the arena to kill the person who was in 

charge and rightfully the person who killed him was supposed 

to take over from him but my wife here didn't belong to the 

Mafia then so she only took over his territories making her the 

person with the biggest drug and gun territory in Cuba but his 

sitter remains vacant and Santos was ruled out because he sent 

someone else to the arena and did not kill himself so I stand to 

be in line but the issue is I'm anonymous and I have to come 

out if I take the sit and that will put my family in danger and I 

have no team so I can't have a face to stand for me like my wife 

has her Cuban brothers as her face and she can stay 

anonymous but she too will have come out when she takes 



over from Leo on the African mafia".  

 

I always knew that Santos was using me for his political gain in 

the mafia and at the time I was not interested but now my man 

deserve that position and that will secure our kids future 

generations I mean generational wealth. 

 

Gentlemen1:"I know sontos is a very impossible man you can't 

reason with that fool so I suggest you take him out after we 

solve the issue of your linked identity.  

 

So the meeting continue after we all agreed that we are in an 

alliance and the meeting I asked mami to prepare lunch for the 

gentlemen with beautiful blankets as good host and I do believe 

that I left quite an impression and I hope they see that girl 

children can inherit a lagecy not just boys it's a new world of 

equality amongst genders.and I do hope I can meet our family 

in Lesotho they sound interesting and to think the same blood 

runs through my veins it's amazing.so these thing was not just 

an interest I had but it's in my blood being an assassin I mean. 

 

 

It's late in the evening and the delegates have gone and we 

reached a agreement that this was just an alliance meeting and 

ghost will take care of the immediate thread which is Santos 



and he will come up with a plan to take the sit without 

revealing his identity,and they seem very impressed with how 

we run things together but separate and they did see that they 

have more in common being that they are very traditional 

bunch.so now I'm with papa  in the outside lounge sipping tea 

it's a beautiful night and the sky is full of stars even moon is out 

and tea seems to be the thing we bond over these days. 

 

Papa:"are you really okay my princess it seems this whole thing 

has taken a toll on you being pregnant and all" 

 

Me:"I'm really fine papa I'm trying to keep stress at a minimum 

and ghost is a great help" and he Groans at the mention of his 

name will these two ever get along I wonder."what is your issue 

with him anyway i never got to ask you" 

 

Papa:"it's in the passed princess so let's leave it there just bad 

business" and this business doesn't have a name. 

 

Me:"okay old man you can keep your secrets but since it's in 

the past and it should stay there how about the hate you have 

with my husband stay there as well because I really love him 

and he loves me too and I know you know that. But now let's 

talk about Santos I want him before ghost finds him and you 

know he will not give him to me because I'm pregnant but I'm 



baing for his blood" 

 

Papa:"just let your husband do his job of being a husband and 

protect you.all you have to do it's stay here and enjoy being 

pregnant it's about to get noisy in your life two babies at the 

same time is too much let me tell you" 

 

Me:"maybe you are right and he would be pissed that I went 

behind his back so I will let him do his thing I can't deal with 

pissed ghost at this stage of the pregnancy I need peace and I 

wish I could keep all of you here for the remainder of the 

pregnancy but I seem to have gained a new role in my friends 

lives of being an psychologist because they seem to come to 

me with their problems I don't know what's make them think 

I'm wiser since I'm married and having a babies. 

 

Papa:"it's because those roles come with wisdom princess but 

it's a you thing you are so easy to talk to that why I trust you 

with even my darkest secrets". Okay I never saw it that way but 

it's a great night all in all. 
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Alutha 

 

 

Ghost:"mama I want you to look after yourself while I'm gone 

and I know death will take care of you guys when I'm not 

here".and I'm in tears because this feels like goodbye "don't cry 

my love I'm going on a mission you know and I can't leave you 

like this please don't cry I'm leaving you with Manuel and the 

boys please don't give them a hard time wanting to do 

everything please" he says this in a breaking voice and I know 

it's hard for him to see me cry it not normal. 

 

 

Me:"just make sure you don't miss the babies birth Bheki it's 

important that you are present" and he nods I know can never 

promise me something and not deliver on that promise so the 

nodding is not assuring me "if you miss the birth of our kids just 

know we are over" and I see sadness from his face and I know 

he might not make it but and he didn't let me in on his plan so 

I'm going in this blind. 

 

Me:"go before I change my mind" and he kisses me one more 

time before leaving and I know it's hard for him to leave me at 

this stage of our pregnancy and I'm so broken for him too 



because this is for the benefit of the family. 

 

 

It's been two weeks since he left and he did send a go ahead for 

the rest of the family to go back to their lives so I'm positive 

that things are working in our favour, but I can't help but worry 

because we don't have any communication so it's all left to God 

to protect him and even DEATH has settled down so that means 

the thread is taken care off.im still at the beach house and I 

love it and I think I'm going to have my babies here in Durban 

and it's only me my parents and brothers(peréz) because the 

other brothers had to go back to work so I'm left with the crew 

here and our parents did sit us all down and tell us they decided 

to be together and because we already knew about their 

relationship it was not a problem but Manuel did voice out his 

concerns about the relationship because he was closer to his 

father than the rest and the responsibility of taking care of her 

was his before I came into the picture but she has to have a life 

outside being our mom and she is in good hands with my dad. 

............................................................................................ 

 

Aya 

 

This ass hole has been on my gate since I came back from work 

and it's irritating because I have nothing to say to him he can't 



force thing I told him not to tell people about us just yet I need 

to find my feet in the relationship but what did he do he went 

and told his brother and busy posting me on Instagram I'm a 

very private person when it comes to my relationships but he 

keeps pushing my buttons and let's not even talk about the trail 

of girls I have to deal with its exhausting I tell you I'm dating the 

most wanted man in Jozi right now. The intercom rings once 

again and I have been ignoring it but now he is even hooting his 

car horn like crazy and I'm afraid the neighbours will call the 

police so I open the gate so he can stop this circus he is doing 

and he finds me waiting outside I don't want him in my house I 

know he is going to use sex to subdue me so outside it is 

Advertisement 

they have been staying here since we got back from the beach 

house it was very hard for Lesedi to adjust to me not being 

there every day we have gotten really close since Durban so I 

told them to come over for a couple days then we will be in his 

house next week until we settle on a permanent place. 

 

 

 

Me:"what do you want Lesego I don't have all day please state 

your case and leave because you are busy coursing a scene 

outside my gate what are my neighbours going to say I'm dating 



a crazy man?Hao!" He exist the car coming to me and I can help 

stare this man is a Greek God I tell you he walks like the earth 

bows to him with every step Hai! Maan snap out of it you are 

angry with him so i tap my foot on the ground in annoyance so 

he gets the picture of how mad Iam. 

 

Him:"you know how embarrassing it is for a man to wait out 

side his gate waiting for his overly dramatic girlfriend to snap 

out her tantrums?". So I'm the overly dramatic girlfriend wow 

this man keeps pushing my buttons I tell you. 

 

Me:"so what are you still doing with a person that embarrasses 

you ha! Because if it were me I would have gone for my usual 

skanks that have no self respect and left the overly dramatic 

one to have peace" 

 

Him:"don't tell me that shit Aya what is wrong with you woman 

do you enjoy this going back and forth we keep having" 

 

Me:"why would I enjoy dealing with your narcissistic ass.frankly 

I'm too old to be dealing with this shit.you know out of all the 

frogs I have kissed hoping for prince charming you are by far 

the worst you stress me out you don't listen it's like you are in 

this relationship by yourself and I'm tired of it I want out go 

back to your life and leave me to mine while at it leave my 



daughter with me I don't trust those gold diggers you like so 

much" 

 

Him:"so now we have resorted to insulting each other I'm a 

frog now and please refrain from talking about other man when 

I'm with you and right now I'm as good as you have it and 

forget about me going anywhere I told you I'm keeping your 

crazy ass I didn't know dating a kid will bring me so much stress 

and you say I'm the stressful one"  

 

Me:"you see what I mean you say you are keeping me and not 

even talking about its like I'm some kind of object I'm really 

done with this I can't do it anymore" I say in a calm voice 

because it's like we are both pulling at different direction and 

it's just frustrating so he comes and kisses my forehead " I'm 

going to get our daughter from school while you calm down so 

we can talk about this like the adults that we are. I better find 

you calm when I come back and please cook woman I'm hungry 

and I know the princess is too" he says getting in his car leaving 

me a blushing mess Hai! I can't believe he can get me from 

raging bull to mush with just one kiss I'm so gone it's not funny 

I'm a gone girl right now but one thing I like about him it's that 

he never says my daughter or my money it's always ours and it 

means he really sees a future with me nor matter how hard we 

fight. 



 

 

I'm busy cooking the intercom rings I know it's them I have to 

get him the remote for this gate this buzzing thing it's 

exhausting. so I open the gate and moments later the princess 

comes running "aunty" and she come crashing into my arms 

and I'm on my knees just to accommodate her height "how are 

you my princess how was school" I say giving her kisses all over 

her face and she is a giggling mess and she tells me all about 

school and this girl called Amanda who is mean to her and I 

take a glance at her father leaning on the door frame looking at 

us with pride and I know this has always been his wish and I 

love that he gets to see it the picture.he always invisioned a 

perfect family because that's what he had growing up and he 

wished it for Lesedi.  the little princess keeps telling me about 

school and he comes and kisses me "ewww" "close your eyes 

Lesedi I'm kissing my wife" and I'm blushing so bad I'm even red 

as a tomato "aunty kissing boys it's yuck! Mrs Smith says we 

must not kiss boys and daddy is a boy" safa umlungu Bo we 

never her anything besides Mrs Smith this Mrs Smith that Hai! 

"Yes princess don't kiss boy but daddy is a man not a boy" I 

answer her sweet self and she still has her face of disgust and I 

laugh SMH "but she said only married people kiss and aunty 

princess (Alutha) had a big wedding and she kissed uncle hulk 

(Bheki) infront of all of us did you and daddy have a wedding 



aswell and why was I not there with my flowers and that why 

she has babies in her tummy, that what slindile said that her 

mommy got babies in her tummy by kissing her daddy are we 

having a baby too?" Wow what are they teach this kids at this 

private schools and  this short person wants to trick us into 

answering questions we have no intantion of answering she 

wants to get clever with us and it that mlungu's fault " "please 

deal with you daughter I'm going to shower before dinner she 

had a snack on our way here so you don't have to worry love 

you" he says already on the stairs going upstairs and I have this 

little smart mouth looking at me waiting for an answer 

"princess please go upstairs to change into something 

comfortable and I bought you those uggs you liked "the one 

that looks like your are we going to be matching "  "yes just like 

mine" and off she goes running "don't run in the house you will 

hurt yourself" she always runs but I'm glad I dodged the baby in 

my tummy questions and it's been like this since we came back 

from Durban and she makes me happy and I realised how much 

I wanted to be a parent. 
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Alicia peréz 

 

 

I'm really worried about my Hijo she is not herself at all she is a 

walking shadow of herself she has been saying she is fine 

everytime I asked even the boys are worried now, it's been two 

full month's since my son in law left I don't know were he went 

to but from the reaction I get when I asked Manuel I know it 

has everything to do with this mafia nonsense but it's the life 

they choose to live and I  as a parent I can only pray for their 

safety. I did ask Aya to help me with the baby things because 

we are welcoming them soon.I think hijo even forgot that 

because of this whole thing with her husband and as mother it 

hurts so bad because I know how it's like to be a first time mom 

and not have your husband present well with me my husband 

was forever working we had just gotten married when Manuel 

came and he works at a timber plant and the hour were not 

pleasant to me his heavily pregnant wife to be left alone and he 

was so late for the birth and that killed me but what comforted 

me was that he eventually came to the delivery room. so back 

to the story Aya made it but I heard from Manuel that she 

doesn't want a baby shower so all the hard work Aya put into 

planning it was for nothing she was hurt but also understood 

where she is coming from she misses that husband of her's so 



today I made sure I cook all her favourite and Manuel hired 

those massage people to come here so it will just be me her 

and Aya.  

 

 

I go to her room because she has been in there from last night 

and we all tried to be with her but she just locked the door and 

I haven't seen her like this since Cuba and we all know how that 

ended so I have make sure she gets out of this dark place she is 

in. when I get to her wing this floor is to quiet but I can her 

groaning from the other side and it's the pain kind of groans 

and I full on panic trying to open the door she lock it from the 

other side and the breathing is heavy as well oh my God I hope 

the babies are not ready to come now because she is alone in 

there"Hijo..... please.... open for me" I say in tears now because 

I know what this kind of groaning means 

I had three boys so I know labour pains when I hear themp 

"aaaaaahhhhhhhhhhhhhh....shiiiiit" oh my God they are here 

oh Jesus have mercy on them, I start praying but then I 

remember I need to get in that room so I call Manuel"Manuel 

tráeme aceituna de la cocina y un bol por favor" (Manuel bring 

me olive oil from the kitchen and a bowl please) I'm in Hijo's 

room hurry" I know you can hear the panic in my voice and just 

then the door opens and she has sweat running down her face 

and her hair is all over the place she looks like a mess 



"Mami this can't happen noooooooooo....w they have to wait 

for him he promised aaaaaahhhhhhhhhhhhhh" and I know 

what she is saying and right then Manuel followed by Aya come 

running in Manu with a bottle of olive oil and the bowl I asked 

for "Aya boil water for me and put it in that bowl" and I think 

she just saw what's happening because she grabs the bowl 

from him and run to the kitchen on this floor and Manu is on 

the verge of tears brushing her back while she repeat what she 

said when I came in so I guess she is not fully registered that 

there is nothing she can do to keep them inside "we have to 

take her to the hospital mami I think the babies are coming" 

says Manuel in a breaking voice I know this is hurting him more 

that her "there is no time you have to help me lay her on the 

bed they are coming now and we won't reach the hospital lay 

her down and place that pillow behind her" and right then Aya 

comes in with the water and we get ready for the arrival of the 

babies and I tell her to get me a first aid and towels as many 

she can find and sanitize the scissors  I still remember what to 

do I have done this one other time in my life but these are 

twins anything can happen but one thing I know I'm not losing 

my daughter today so I have to calm down to do this and 

everything is ready and she has finally agreed to laying after 

much protest and now I'm looking at the baby crowning and I 

know it time for her to push "Hijo look at me I need you to push 

for me when you feel the contractions coming okay baby" and 



she nods he sweaty head and she pushes hard and the head it's 

half way through because the olive oil is helping and I dab the 

towel in hot water and she pushes once again and the head is 

fully out and I help rotate it with the whole body coming out 

after another big push and there she is "welcome to the world 

my princess" I say trying to clean her in the towel and I clip the 

umbilical cord and cut it using the surgical scissors and I hand 

her to Aya when she starts pushing again but now she is not 

screaming like she was there is this energy in the room and I 

look at her eyes the have changed in being cold and these face 

has been gone for so long I didn't know it was still the and now 

my princess is long gone and I start praying and I can feel 

something pulling at me and I'm loosing my strength but I keep 

praying and right then when she pushes one last time the lights 

to the room go out and now we are in the dark and I can tell 

from the silence that Manuel has fainted and so is Aya and I'm 

glad the baby was on the bed now I'm still in full on prayer and I 

acknowledged to God that I know this is not just a normal baby 

being born in pray "heavenly father I know in everything that 

happens on earth it is your will and I believe even the 

mysterious birth of this child is your will. but I plead with you 

oh lord! to shine your holy light upon this life, sent your 

Angeles to gaurd and protect in the mighty name of Jesus Christ 

your son and today I declare and degree light upon this soul 

and binding all evil spirits that are in this room with you holy 



ghost fire. lord it is in you I trust and I know lord you shall not 

forsake me in this hour and I know this appointment was set by 

you lord this is your handy work oh lord! and I accept the 

honour and challenge of receiving your product your angel a 

Messiah on earth you chose me for a reason and I accept oh 

God in the name of the Holy mother of Jesus and the mighty 

name of your son I call apon Michael the angle of war and 

justice to protect his soul for eternity in the name of the father 

the son and the holy spirit I pray Amen" and when I finish 

praying the lights come on and the baby is finally born and he is 

born in his Amniotic sac so I have to remove it and when I do 

there is a little boy with glowing skin like thousands of shinning 

Diamonds and right then he cries and it's nothing like I have 

heard before it's like thunder roars from the sky and he goes 

quiet and his eyes are open and they are a beautiful shade of 

grey it's the most beautiful thing I have ever seen in my life and 

nothing could have prepared me for what I head or saw 

after  that there was a light shinning in the corner of the room 

and he says "tell them to wait for him to name his son we gave 

then their peace the one they have been seeking and his 

journey starts now it will be hard but eventually his destiny 

with be revealed but worry not for he walks with angels he 

fears nothing" and it desapeairs like it was never there and he is 

not even crying but his beautiful eyes are wide open and I'm 

broght back by his older sister screaming her lung out and I see 



Hijo out and I clean the baby boy placing next his sister and 

attending my daughter after cleaning her and Im sure they are 

all okay I call the Mkhize doctor to check all of them here in the 

house before going to the hospital and it's only now the two 

wake up after I have cleaned and the mommy is still out "ma 

what was that or was I dreaming?" Asks Aya "nothing happened 

Hijo but you fainted and missed the little princes birth but he is 

fine now" and she is looking at them with so much love and I 

know she is indeed Alutha soulmate her love for her knows no 

bounds and Manuel is giving me looks of 'I know you saw it too' 

but I pay no mind to it because he is making a call and I know 

he is looking for the father of the babies and he is saying he 

doesn't care they must just get the message to him and he 

keeps saying code red over and over. 

 

........................................................................................... 

 

Bhekokwake Mkhize 

 

 

My body doesn't feel pain anymore and I have been in this hell 

for  long I don't even know the date because in here one hour 

turns into years and the killing continue everyday i swore I 

would never come back here the last time but this mission got 

really difficult because Santos knew my every move since he 



knew my identity so coming here he knew I was going to kill 

him and made sure I get the message that he has eyes on my 

wife and she would be dead if I tried something so I went and 

revealed myself to the board of the world's Mafia. challenging 

him to a fight to the death in the area and we were assigned 

levels when we came in and he had to accept or he would be 

excommunicated from the mafia and that is worse than death I 

tell you so he thought he would use his power to buy everyone 

on the levels to kill me promising them the world but to his 

unfortunate he lost because I still killed them all and got to 

fight him and killed him but you know the rules of this place I 

still need to get to a certain level to leave and today seems to 

have given me a mysterious power because I can't feel anything 

and I'm a killing machine but I'm still two levels down before I 

leave and I miss my wife so much so I need to leave this place 

as in Tommorow. 

 

 

After I won the level I'm escorted to my new room and this 

time it written bullet on the door and I'm welcomed by new 

clothes and meal and a note is handed to me and I know the 

drill by now it's to welcome me so before reading it I shower 

and eat I haven't had anything to eat but protein bars and 

shake since I came he so I eat my two slice of brown bread with 

peanut butter and a class of milk that my reward for killing 12 



people in an hour just imagine but my goal it's my wife and kids 

that's my reward so I grab the letter and I lay on the bed and 

it's really not comfortable but It will do for now and 

today ghost is in his most powerful and I wonder why but I 

guess it coming back to a place were he was born that 

doi...."shit shit shit I need to leave this place as in now" I'm 

disturbed but what on the note it's written code red and I know 

I just lost my wife she will never forgive me for this. so I press 

the button on the door and when the gaurd come I tell them I 

challenge both Two levels to fight today I need to get out of 

here today and when I get out of here I will be the most 

powerful men on earth I will be a leader of all the Mafia's in the 

world I will sit on the chair because I'm killing the chairman 

today it just amazing how these men are cowards they come 

here to hide when thing get tough in the world but with him it's 

different because he came here as suicide mission because he 

lost his whole family I mean everyone it's only him so he came 

here to die but that what people don't get in here all that goes 

out of the window because there is a certain spirit that compels 

you to fight even when you don't want to it takes over your 

spirit and you fight but it's amazing most people who live are 

black and they say it's a myth about slavery they say the black 

people who died then come in the bodies of their fellow African 

brothers to fight the white people but maybe it's just a myth 

and the black man is just made of the will to survive that should 



explain it better but this place was an execution ground for the 

slaves that tried to run away in the old days. 

 

My challenge was excepted and I'm now fighting with the 

second level and as I said ghost is on a mission to leave this 

place today and I'm going through them like cockroaches and I 

just see bodies dropping and I know I'm leaving this place 

because that was my condition of winning this challenge was to 

leave this place immediately and that what I plan to do and I 

know there is a chance that I'm going to loose my wife but not 

without a fight and I know I rather we die together than to be 

apart it's going to be challenge getting her to forgive me but I 

know she understands the kind of sacrifice coming here is no 

one would willingly come back here after they have left and 

that what scared people most about me and my wife because 

we were the first to leave it's like this place traps your mind and 

there is no living but with me and Alutha we came in as 

ourselves and left with other beings and sometimes I wonder 

what was the purpose of it all because no one lives here but we 

did but Ghost and DEATH are us and we have learnt to live with 

then but Masango did mention that we both died here and was 

reborn and in the after life we were mortal enemies but 

resurrected as lovers and now created life together that's 

freaky but life goes on dead or alive so now I'm facing this man 

and I'm shocked because he looks young like he hasn't aged a 



day "so they finally are giving me my wish to join my family 

because I have been here for a long time and it's only now I see 

my blood in your eyes they did say I will know when it's time 

and I want to thank you for releasing me I can hear my family 

calling on to me and it's only now I can answer but please make 

sure you never come back here if you ever get out I see you still 

have a lot to live for so thank you" says the man they 

call devil because it only who knows the hell this place is he 

lived it for longer than anyone " it's an honour" my voice comes 

out raspy because I'm out of breath because I have been 

fighting since left my room so we start fighting and he is the 

only one can match Ghost today because I can feel it even his 

blows are painful but I fight on but he is not making it easy so I 

decide the only way to win this is to fight smart not hard and it 

seems to be working and I have to thank my wife because she 

taught me that trick that when you fight with someone who 

over powers you study them and fight smart and I have to give 

it to that idiot Manuel who was her trainer from the beginning 

he taught her well and now the man I'm fighting with loses a 

step and I see it as my chance so plunge the knife into his heart 

and it is instant death and I thank him when I withdraw my 

knife from his heart and I promise to tell his story even to my 

grandchildren and I'm keeping this knife with his blood to 

preserve it as an honour to him and his sacrifice for his family 

so I stand after closing his eyes to leave this hell hole and I see 



two gaurds to escort me to his cell to clean up so I can leave 

and when I get to the door with his name I enter real fast in the 

shower change in my own clothes I come with I found them 

layed on the bed and after the shower I press the button and 

the doors open and I'm lead through the many steal doors until 

the very last and I'm impatient because I need to see my family 

and it kills me to think I still need to take a plan for hours to get 

to them but now that the outside air hits my face I know I'm 

one step closer but now I have to be alert because I'm not 

anonymous anymore but I'm the most untouchable man in the 

world because I'm the world's mafia now everything goes 

through me first and boy does it feel great. 
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Bhekokwake Mkhize 

 

 

When the plane lands at king Shaka international i can't even 

wait for anything I need to get to my wife and kids but I need to 

cleanse before. I need to touch my kids with pure hands not 

one's full of blood so I need to get home first and get to 

Masango's hut and I drive there like a maniac and I'm sure I'm 

going to get tickets but I don't care and I didn't even talk to 

Manuel and I think I have grown to like this boy but most of all I 

trust him with my life if he can take care of my family like his 

own what am I saying it's his sister and her children but I do 

trust the peréz boys fully and I have big plans for them since I 

don't need to work anymore because of the title I hold now I 

don't need to work to maintain my underground ranking with 

this title it's like an early retirement plan so I get to raise my 

kids in peace. 

 

 

When I get to to masango it seems he is already waiting for me 

and I drive to a near river to bath and after I drive to my house 

because I called Manuel and he said the doctor gave them a 

clean bill of health so he ordered for them to be in the inhouse 

hospital that I built for emergencies so I'm relieved because 



they are all okay and I'm finally home and I'm also glad 

masango is here because he says there are things he need to do 

for the special boy so when I park the car in the garage I rush to 

the inhouse hospital room and she is sleeping so peaceful and 

the babies are in a court next her bed and when I come close I 

see the most beautiful little girl in pink and I'm drawned to pick 

her up and she is the most beautiful thing ever and I find my 

self with tears coming down my eyes and her cute cries fill my 

heart with contentment and I know now she is the most 

priceless asset I own she is mine and mine alone and I will 

forefill her every dream. she is the sweetest thing alive and I 

put the princess down because Ghost wants to come out and I 

know it's because his son is awake but not making a sound 

unlike the princess here and he pick him up he can feel where 

that source of power came from it was his birth that came with 

all the power for him and it seems the young man has strange 

grey eyes with a very dark skin colour he looks nothing like me 

and his mom he looks like a Demi God of some sort he looks 

like he doesn't come from this world and he has this strange 

thing about him of demanding the world to lay at his feet if he 

was not ghost's son I tell you I would think he is of royalty a 

very handsome baby boy and I feel for Ghost and death this 

young men is going to be a handful and I just think my princess 

is the innocent and prettiest thing on earth this useless world 

does not deserve her she is made of all things good the only 



thing I ever produced that is good and I turn to my beautiful 

wife after ghost is done with his son she is resting and I know 

she is going to hate me when she wakes up and I kiss her lips 

and I know this people in this room are my life. so let me go 

change and speak to masango. 

 

 

 

After I get fresh I go speak to masango and it seems he is taken 

with my mother in law and he doesn't know my father in law 

will kill him because he love that woman so I go and kiss her 

cheek it's what we do everytime we greet her and I had to 

adjust to it but now I'm comfortable with it germs and all and 

you can't help not love this lady she is the first mother I know 

who will never judge you but she will guide you as a mom and 

she makes sense with every word she says and never speaks 

when it's not necessary so she is the perfect wife for any man I 

tell you they don't make them like her anymore plus her 

cooking can make any man fall in love it beats me how she can 

perfect south African traditional food like this and my wife can't 

even boil an egg wow SMH. 

 

Masogo:"ngicela ukubuza kosisi ukuthi wabekwa yini emva 

kokuzalwa komkakho emva kokubeletha ( please ask the lady 

were she put the after birth of your wife after she gave birth) 



 

Me:"ma what did you do with the after birth of the twins he is 

looking for them"  

 

Mami:"I told Manu to store it in the blood bank so it doesn't 

spoil Hijo" 

 

Me:" uthi kusaphephile baba ngizokulethela" (she says it's safe 

father I will bring it to you) and he nods still looking at ma like a 

rare jewel " Ngiyethemba awukucabangi lokhu 

engikucabangayo angeke ukwazi ukuthula emshadweni wakho 

kanti usethembisene umshado nobaba wakwami" (I hope you 

are not thinking what I think you are thinking you will never 

know peace in your marriage and she is ingaged to be married 

to my father in-law) and he shakes his head like he is processing 

what I just said and pays attention back to me and just then 

Aya, the brothers and my father in law enter and this old man 

and swag it will never leave him he is always dressed to kill and 

that old money vipes you get from him is everything he is my 

role model I tell you. He goes to his lady and plants a kiss on her 

lips and she turns pink with blushing it's the cutest thing and 

there goes my happy mood when Aya starts coming for me and 

I just get out because I know she is Alutha's spokes person 

when it comes to these things and I pay no mind to her I tell 

Manuel to handle masango while I go to the hospital room to 



my family and they are still sleeping so I take both the twins 

and lay them on my chest and I lay next to my wife 

Advertisement 

the queen sized bed accommodate all of us and I close my eyes 

but still careful not to hurt the babies. 

................... 

 

Alutha 

 

 

My eyes feel heavy and it difficult opening them it must be the 

twins... And it all comes back that I gave birth to my babies and 

mami was the one helping me and I past out when the boy was 

born but I did hear the princess crying what if the boy didn't live 

and I start panic and I hear a machines going off and I open my 

eyes even though they feel heavy but I push through and I see 

I'm still at home but in the hospital room and I turn to look 

around only to find the cutest pictures next to me the love of 

my life and our kids next to me in bed soundly sleeping and my 

heart jumbs in happiness that although he was late but he 

made it and I'm really happy about that but he doesn't need to 

know that we will just keep him on his toes as a punishment for 

not informing me on his step by step  decision on the mission 

and that killed me alive I felt like I'm failing at this wife thing 



but I trusted him to win for our family but it was still not easy 

being in the dark so I will pretend I'm angry for awhile plus 

technically he did miss the birth of our babies.  

 

 

I must have woke the three up when I went to the toilet 

because I hear the princess from here and it was a mission on 

its own to walk here with the stitches down there now I have to 

pee and I'm scare but it still flows out and it hurts like hell 

"aaaaahhhhhhhh.....Mmmmmm..shiiit" and the door bust open 

and it's my handsome husband and he looks a little bigger than 

what he was when he left the muscles and immediately my 

mood drops because I know where he was and I'm both sad 

and angry because he made a promise to himself not to go back 

there but here he is all shameful but I'm also sad because that 

means he didn't have an option but to go in and that means he 

did survive that shit hole again and I know how hard it is "my 

love I'm sorry I didn't mean to miss it" and for the first time in 

my life since I met this man he has his head on my lap right on 

top of my bloody underwear crying because I'm still on the 

toilet sit  and I can't take it anymore it breaks my heart " it's 

okay you made it and you are here with us safe" and I keep 

brushing his back in silence and it's only his soft sniffs and it's 

only  now feel how hard it was for him in there and the fact 

that he is still my Bhekokwake that means I was his anchor in 



there "I love you so much mama and even if you want to leave 

me I rather die than not have you in my life" 

 

Me:"babawabo yes I'm upset you broke your promise but you 

are the be all and end all in my life so life without you wouldn't 

be life I was being truthful when I said over the hills" I have his 

bearded face in my hands making him look into my eyes and I 

kiss his bloody face " Hai! Maan baba this is not right now they 

will say ngikuhlisile with my menstrual blood on your face" and 

he pecks my lips one more time and humming a maskandi song 

going to the cabinet and comes back with my pad and a new 

set of underwear and helps clean me up and when I flinch he 

asks " is it still painful" and I nod and he finishes helping me I 

really missed this, having someone to depend on and he carried 

me to the bed and brings the princess first with the little man 

still in his gaze and I notice that is Ghost admiring the fruits of 

his loins and the little angel here bring the attention back to her 

she is so beautiful she looks so much like Bheki I feel betrayed 

and I give her the boob and she suckles away and I reach my 

other hand for my little boy and ghost finally breaks the gaze 

and hands him to me to feed and when I look at him he looks 

nothing like us indeed he belongs to them he has the most 

beautiful skin ever very rich in Melanin and it glows like 

diamonds his eyes are a beautiful shade of grey he looks 

perfect death is In love she even sheads a tears she is 



captivated by her son and for the first time she allows herself to 

be vulnerable she is at her weakest with this boy in her arms 

and she gives him the boob to suck and that hurts like hell it did 

hurt with princess but not like this he sucks his little life away 

and shit hurts like hell but these are one of the sacrifices that 

come with being a mom and I'm content "what are we naming 

them?" And he says nothing but takes his phone to capture 

these moment "Nomakhosazana" he just says and I'm waiting 

for the other one when my mom comes in "oh you are up I 

have a message for the both of you.The angel that welcomed 

him to life said I must tell you to let him name his son he is the 

peace that they have been seeking and he has his own journey 

in this life and he will reach his destiny with time but the 

journey will not be easy but worry not he walks with Angeles 

protecting him" and I guess ghost and Death understood 

because they are agreeing with what's being said. 

 

Masango:"I have prepared everything for the boy his destiny 

shall find the sac when it's ready I have placed it were no man 

shall reach and sent it on its way the boy is of royalty he shall 

be treated as such remember he shall not be separated from 

his escort to the world she will protect him and love him always 

so don't create  a wedge between them they are one flash and 

what happens in the right should also happen on the left for 

peace to rain in your house but she has her own journey as well 



she will be the one woman man don't mess with. With the spirit 

of a lion the curse breaker she brought light upon both families 

but the lion that dwells within her shall find a befitting mate 

and she to shall find her destiny" 

 

Me:"baba you speak in riddles are they mystical beings and 

how come he is royalty"  

Masango:"the question you seek you shall find when he finally 

finds his destiny for now we wait but remember he is royalty 

and he shall be treated as such and what happens in the right 

must also happen on the left yin and yen like the colour black 

and white" and he leaves us shocked but mami seems to 

understand. 

Mami:"what he meant is that they are twins treat them as such 

but he is of royalty so if he is treated like royalty she should also 

be treated as such she came first to the world to see if it's safe 

for him to come she summoned him by her first cry and he new 

it was safe. so treatment to them should be equal because she 

is his guardian angel on earth so she is of utmost importance on 

his journey to destiny but she has her own journey in this world 

so basically it should not all be about him but her aswell.  

Well I still don't get it but they are our kids and between the 

four of us they will be loved and cared for. 

Ghost:"Akanu that's his name Arusi of thunder and lightning" 
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Alutha 

 

It's been a week since my little miracle babies came to the 

world and it's been quite a journey from not getting enough 

sleep to the princess screaming non stop and my little prince 

just eats a lot and stirs instead of crying it freaked me out that 

he never cries but masango assured me that there is nothing 

wrong with he is not supposed to cry and he explained that his 

crying could be catastrophic to his destiny because he is a 

descendant of the sun. so I guess I don't have to worry about 

him much and it's been weird for me that death is now back 

after not being in her presence for so long and she is 

completely different to the death we remember she is still 

possessive and ruthless but she is softer now she feels more at 

peace like she was angry at something but now it's all gone she 

gives more mother nature vibes like I'm in touch with the very 

source of good nature and it's only now it makes sense that 

indeed she was an angry person/spirit as masango calls them 

but now they have their peace that why his second name is 

kgotso (peace)and princess second name Athena ( goddess of 

wisdom and Warriors) so their full names are 

 Akanu kgotso Mkhize 

Nomakhosazana Athena Mkhize 

And the whole family is happy for their birth especially the 



Mkhize family because they were told that the curse breaker is 

here and that has made the little princesses the talk of the 

family and fussing that happens with these three ladies in the 

house my granny is not in the country right now but I know it 

it's going to be war of the grannies and the little bundle of joys 

will be suffocating in love and I really do I appreciate the 

support they have given us and I appreciate my mom and best 

friend the most for helping with the delivery of the babies it 

must have not been easy but they excelled at it. 

Right now I'm with my little family in our wing and they have 

three nurseries with one in every wing to accommodate 

everyone and Aya wanted to stay a little longer but her family 

as she calls them also needed her and I'm really happy that 

they are making things work with Lesego because she deserves 

to be happy really and I do believe they are both happy even 

more the Lesedi. The twins are with ghost and I love how gentle 

he is with both of them and I love seeing ghost and Bheki 

working together because it always seems that the other shuts 

the other out at times but since the birth of the twins they both 

have been settled and I also think it's visiting that hell hole that 

has brought them equality amongst the two of them and he 

hasn't mentioned anything about the mission since he came 

back but I feel like he has something he need to tell me but he 

is scared so I will wait for the babies to sleep them I can get it 

out of him. 



Me:"baba they can't sleep  in you arms all the time let me feed 

them then put them down because the trio will have my head if 

they get used being carried around" I call the Mkhize ladies that 

because the three of them never separate and they have all 

these rules when it comes to the twins but with my mom she 

lets me be their mom and enjoy it but the trio it's hell living 

with them and I'm glad they will be gone next week and I can 

share a room with my husband because according to "culture" 

he is supposed to sleep in a separate room and that pisses him 

off and that why he been grumpy and it's hard to talk to him 

when he is like this because it comes natural to him to ignore 

you like he is doing right and it's even more when he is in ghost 

mode. 

Ghost:"don't look at me like that woman these are my kids and 

I can do as I please with them and I'm tired of all these people 

in my house I think it's time for them to leave we can handle it 

from here and I think it's time to go back to Joburg now". It can 

only be ghost that calls me woman instead of my love or baby 

it's mama when he is in a pleasant mood and woman when he 

is bored or pissed  

Me:"they will be gone within a week so don't worry and my 

mom is leaving tomorrow because dad can't function without 

her and we'll the trio I don't know but I think next week"  

Ghost:"don't worry they are also leaving tomorrow I will handle 

it" I just nod there is  no use arguing with him when he is like 



this maybe this is the time to bring the conversation up now. 

Me:"i hope you won't chase them out because they will think 

it's my plan" he just gives me a look and I hate it when he is like 

this it's like talking to a brick wall "is there something you want 

to discuss with me because you have been ghost more than 

Bheki and I know he is trying to help you cover something 

because Bheki can't keep things to himself for too long so I 

know something is up so out with it" and his eyes soften and I 

know these two are hiding something from me because my 

Bheki is back and he gently lays the sleeping minions down 

before coming to scoop me in his arms and planting a tender 

kiss on my nose then my lips " there is something mama but it 

need me to explain in full and I wasn't hiding it I was just 

waiting for us to settle into being new parents first before 

dealing with business and the underground life" and I lay my 

head on his now bigger chest and I have to admit I really love 

the bigger him he makes me feel so small again him. He 

breathing in and out slowly and I know that a tool he uses to 

calm himself down " so I have come out and people know who 

Iam" and I just settle down to let him explain because he just 

put our whole lives in danger and I hope he has a better 

explanation for that. "Santos had man watching your every 

move when I went on the mission and because he already new 

who I was and was two steps ahead of me I had to go to the 

board to out my self and challenge him to a one on one fight to 



the death in the arena and he had no choice but to accept or he 

would be excommunicado and you know that is worse than 

death" and I still have my head on his chest and I'm drawing 

circle on his chest and that seem to have calm him down 

because I have to be a wife before anything so that comes with 

being his peace and allowing him the honour of being the head 

and I the neck to support him in his decision and he continues 

to tell me the rest of the story and when he is done he 

breathed in and out to let me have my say and I'm just shocked 

because I don't know where this puts my own business because 

I also have a new position in this hierarchy that comes with his 

new found position and now I get why he was scared to tell me 

because there are a lot of sacrifices I have to make to 

accommodate his new position " don't worry baba we will deal 

with these together and I'm really proud of you and I know how 

hard it must have been going back in there and I know what it 

took for you to be here with us" and he kisses the top of my 

head . "Forever" and I know what that means "forever" and I 

repeat after him. 
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Alutha 

 

 

It's 2am in the morning and the minions are up and I'm 

struggling to get them back to sleep and it's like they feed of 

each other's energy because if one is up the other one has to 

be up 

and Bheki and I have to deal with the screaming princess and 

the other one has to have a temperature instead of crying and 

to be frank I rather have him screaming than this high 

temperature and it has been hard since the grannies have gone 

and I only realise how much they helped because we are 

struggling and I get only an hour at time to nap then we are 

back to dealing with them and I also find my self crying with 

them but DEATH has a way to calm me down and give me the 

will to push through and especially when it comes to dealing 

with Akanu's fever she always get it to calm down but the 

princess is a nightmare I tell you she cries all the time and her 

father is like putty in her hand because she no longer sleep in 

the Cort but sleeps on his chest and that mean Akanu has to 

sleep on my chest.it difficult I tell you because I'm even scared 

to ask for help and a nanny is out of the question how can I deal 



with everything that I have dealt with in life even death was 

nothing but raising my kids be a problem I can't fail at this so I 

decided to do this parenting thing like a boss and let's not 

forget the other businesses I have so I'm a mess right but I'm 

greatful to my brothers for holding the fort for me while I'm still 

adjusting to being a mom and I really wish mami could stay 

with me for a while but her boyfriend refused saying how will 

my husband be free in his house when his mother in law is 

always around so I guess I'm on my own. 

 

 

It's 6am and the twins have just settled down and I'm just 

laying on the bed facing the window and I have no strength to 

get up and bath or shower they have drained me and it amazes 

me how Bheki is still has energy. I must have dosed off because 

when I wake up I find breakfast ready next to me and I note 

that reads "eat me" and it seems the room is clean and the is a 

trail of roses leading to the bathroom and I stand to following 

its trail and the bathroom is turned into a mini spa with bath 

full of hot water and I see essential bath oils and salts on the 

mini glass table near the bath and there is a my favourite book 

the 'art of war' by Sun Tzu and I see a bottle of Chardonnay 

with a class bouquet of roses and a note and I reach for the 

note and it reads "my love I know it's been difficult dealing with 



the three of us day and night and I know you are exhausted and 

I thought you could use a break and time to yourself so this an 

off day for you to use a you please mommy and get a little 

pampering and maybe clean your guns because they too feel 

neglected so use this time wisely don't worry about us we will 

be fine and I got you wine because it's been a while since you 

had some don't worry we have enough milk in storage enjoy 

your day yours faithfully the love of your life" and right there 

and then I fall on my knees and break down it's been two full 

month of stress and even Bheki could see the cracks and I feel 

drained and it's visible because I look like zombie even bathing 

is a problem and if it wasn't for him I would sleep without 

taking a shower he make it his mission to shower with me and 

put my afro in knots before bed every night so without him I 

would literally be lost he is my strength and this means the 

world to me so I start by getting my food because I'm hungry 

and I take of these dirty pyjamas and I'm not even wearing 

underwear and I sink in the hot bath and I get the jets going 

and the salts and oils massage my aching body and I continue 

with my food that taste wonderful my man is a great cook I tell 

you and when I'm done I down it with a class of wine reading 

my book this so nice it been a minute I tell you and I could feel 

my self sinking into a dark hole but I know death would not let 

me. 

 



 

It's been a day of just relaxing and I'm now in the basement 

catching up on my business and it seems everything is running 

smoothly under Manuel and the boys and Rafael has Cuba on 

lock even though I think the boys enjoy south Africa so much 

but they will have to go check on things that side and Manu did 

mention seeing himself being a permanent resident here and I 

know the boys will want to follow him because they never 

separate. My guns did need a proper cleaning and I got it done 

and I'm a little unfit I need to get back to the gym soon and my 

husband did have one room changed into an indoor dance 

studio and I need to get that started soon because dancing use 

to be my escape and now I do need an escape. 

 

Bheki:"I see you had a good day you are even glowing" and he 

startled me because I didn't hear him coming in and I see he is 

carrying the twins in their baby carriers and they are sleeping 

soundly I wonder how he did that. 

 

Me:"oh my God you are back and they are sleeping how did 

you manage that because these are not friends with sleeping"  

 



Bheki:"oh we went home and MAhadebe waba chatha (gave 

the an enema) and gave them food they say the are hungry and 

the enema masango adviced it to calm down the fever in the 

little man and the have been sleeping ever since" Haibo my 

poor babies have been though hell Imagen having something in 

your bum they must have screamed their little lungs out I'm 

just glad I was not there and what does he mean by food. 

 

Me:" Haibo motho was modimo ( child of God)what do you 

mean when you say food but with the enema I trust them they 

would hurt them but the doctor did say this people eat from 

6months"  

 

Bheki:"well they ate like it was their last meal on earth and they 

are sleeping now so it worked and I did buy enough and the 

taught me how to prepare it so don't worry Wena my love 

these two have been stressing you and that hurts me to see 

you like that" he says kissing my forehead leaving the basement 

going upstairs I guess to put them to sleep so I order food from 

our favourite restaurant and it consists of meat mostly because 

I live with a carnivor. I go upstairs and he is taking a shower so I 

prepare the twin's bed in our room and and change into my 

clean silk pyjamas it's been a while since I put on sexy 

sleepwear and I think Bheki didn't mind but now I need to take 



better care of my self because we are still a young couple so a 

little sexiness is needed. When he comes out he is naked and 

wet and I find my self staring and he smiles when he catches 

me "it's all your you know that right" he says coming to me and 

he pressed himself on me and my breath hitches and my skin 

grows hives and I'm soaking wet "are you healed yet my love 

it's been a while now I need you" and I think I lost my mind the 

first time he spoke because I have my arms around his neck and 

I'm devouring his lips with my mine he picks me up and I 

strangle my legs around him and he leaves my lips and trails 

kisses down my neck leaving marks as he goes down and I'm a 

moaning mess and he helps me out of the PJ's and I'm just left 

with the lace panties and he is now layed me on the bed and 

I'm glad I change the sheets. He is now on navel licking me up 

with my breast cupped in his hands " mama can I taste their 

food please" and that get me so wet that I'm flowing and I just 

give him a nod and he latches on and sucks away and it's 

embarrassing that immediately he does that the other breast 

shoots up more milk and that seem to do something to him 

because he is going crazy with them and that time I'm so 

embarrassed "Hai babawabo you are finishing my kids food 

now" and he is still at it " just a little more mama please" and I 

reach for his now hard member and I massage it in my hands 

giving it quick strokes and that seems to have worked it helped 

to bring out of the milk fascination "mama iyohh.....sssssssso 



good" and I shut him up with a messy kiss and I lead his 

member inside and I lose it when he ease his way in and I'm a 

moaning "Mmmmm ahhhhh" and that seem to give him 

permission to move and it's a bit painful mixed with pleasure 

and his strokes are long and slow he is in the moment and I 

have my nails are buried on his back "mama stop that or I'm 

not going to last" and I squeeze him in a little more and he 

comes undone "iyooh sizani'bo maaaaa...... robbing me of my 

happy ending but because my man know how to please a lady 

and keep her satisfied he on his knees "let me take care of this" 

he goes in with his tongue..............and I'm in heaven. 
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Lesego 

 

 

Things have been going well in my house hold but now my dad 

keeps asking if I'm really serious about this relationship because 

if I was I would have proposed marriage but the thing is I don't 

want to overwhelm her she is already playing a role of a mom 

to Lesedi Imagen pulling this on her I swear each time I bring up 

marriage she becomes cold as ice and I don't want it to be like 

I'm wasting her time and I'm not in it for a lifetime because all I 

want is to spend a couple of lifetimes with her and if I'm lucky 

enough father a couple of kids maybe little princesses that look 

like her because God took his time when he was creating that 

human being and I love that she is like wild fire she is like 

blazing flame when she is mad she can burn everything in her 

way and I seem to hold the buttons to get her to act crazy 

because she is not like that with everyone even her ex doesn't 

know this side of her she always known to be level headed but 

she goes crazy at the most silliest thing I do and I really love 

that about her and she is very good with princess when they 

are together it's like nothing exists and she has recently started 

calling her mom and I'm glad really Because we are simply 

going to grow old together even though I'm the one that seems 

to be getting older or is it because she way younger than 



me.okay enough about that I'm meeting with my brothers for a 

drink and it's been a while since we've gone out for drink so I 

will use this opportunity to get ideas on how to make the 

woman in my life my wife without scaring her away. 

 

 

I see them sitting on a table way back in the VIP section and the 

party seems to have started and the drinks are flowing these 

bastard didn't wait for me and I'm the one that requested a 

meet up SMH 

 

Me:"I see the party has started without the host" 

 

Mo:"because the host is forever late so the party always start 

without him" 

 

Tumi:"finally you get here I was starting to think that Ben 10 of 

yours didn't give you permission to come out night" 

 

Me:"don't call my woman a Ben 10 Wena" I say smacking the 

back of his head  

 

Tumi:"aoch! That hurt Maan Wena and what must I call her 

because she is our Younger sisters age and best friend so 

basically you have turned in a sugar daddy" and the bust out 



laughing these idiots 

 

Me:"well if you must know I have plans of making that Ben 10 

my wife soon and that the reason you are here today" and they 

seem to be shocked by my revelation what did these people 

think?that we are just messing around because they are very 

wrong. 

 

Mo:"Hai maan what's with these kids turning players into 

honest man because I think I now see a pattern first it was 

Bheki now you 

Advertisement 

are they that good that you see wives when you are with them 

because it took me a while to know that I want to spend the 

rest of my life with tshidi but with you guys it takes months" 

 

Me:"well maybe you are yet to meet your soul mate because 

when you meet her you will know instantly and it also 

happened to dad twice lucky bastard. 

 

Tumi:"and don't forget about me because I met my woman two 

weeks and I know I was doing this forever thing with her" and 

we laugh "what it's true Hao!" 

 



Mo:"we know and that because you are a hopeless romantic 

I'm sure you have found the love thousands of times before and 

I'm sure you still going to find more you are that bad" and it's 

true Tumi find love with every relationship he enters and we 

always make fun of him because he is a lover but get bored 

easily very different from me the player I have never been in a 

long term relationship just piece jobs here and there but now 

I'm a kept man if that applies to man as well. 

 

Phomolo:"I'm just waiting for him to get to the point of him 

getting married to Ayanda and you idiots keep talking and I'm 

waiting for the scoop"  

 

Mo:"that the difference between you and us you like to gossip 

too much and there is no scoop here you should've been a 

journalist because you like news too much talk Les maan what 

is it about Aya you see that is a quality of a wife" and just like 

that I know these talk has turned serious because Mo switch to 

big brother mode 

 

Me:"the thing is I don't know how to ask her because she has 

been engaged before and I knew that she was my wife the day I 

saw her with princess and because we had already shagged and 

the chemistry was there and seeing how well they got along i 

knew I had found what I was looking for in a woman and 



mother to my kids but every time I bring up the marriage topic 

she becomes cold as ice so that where you come in as my 

brothers". 

 

I see them pounder on the news I just threw at them and one 

thing about my brothers is that they give the best logical 

advices and I think it has something to do with our upbringing 

because as young as Alutha is she gives good advice aswell 

speaking and about that one I heard the little monsters are 

giving them grey hairs and then Aya keeps exaggerating their 

birth by saying there was lightning and black outs and ghosts 

you know that woman and exaggerating the truth is out of this 

world her stories always have a thrill to them imagine ghosts at 

child birth just because of it was home birth and she helped 

SMH 

 

Mo:'what do you think is the cause of this coldness she gets?" 

 

Me:"well I think it has something to do with her previous 

relationship and how it ended but what confuses me is that 

they are good friends with the ex and I also met the guy and it 

doesn't seem toxic because he is also in a relationship with 

someone else and she too is good friends with Aya so I really 

have a dilemma on my hands". 

 



Tumi:"what I have found useful in most relationships is talking 

about things and go into details about where you see the 

relationship going and the future between you two" and the 

nod at that "I mean you can't assume things in a relationship 

you need to sit her down and open a line for communication 

about what the future holds for the you two of you". 

 

Me:"I guess you are right I have to talk to her about it. But 

won't that ruin the suprise element that comes with a 

proposal?" This doesn't seem practical us talking about me 

proposing then come back plan a whole proposal SMH 

 

Pho:"you can still suprise her with a proposal or just send a 

later like how that ass Bheki did but you still need to talk about 

were she stands with the marriage issue that why most guys 

end up trending on social media with failed proposals because 

you can't force someone's child into marriage just because you 

are ready so the question also comes to  ARE YOU READY? 

Because marriage is a very big step and maybe that why her 

previous one failed and maybe that why they chose to remain 

friends even after a failed relationship". 

 

Okay that fruit for thought and I knew coming to them was the 

best because now I know something I didn't know. 

 



Tumi:"maybe you can talk to the princess she is married after 

all and it seems to be going well so maybe ask her". 

 

Me:"I also heard that the little monsters are giving them hell 

and I'm sure she has her hands full because even mom is back 

to her boyfriend so it's just the two of them". 

 

Mo:"I have to buy those two a big present especially the 

princess because they are dealing with that idiot Bheki for 

shagging my baby sister and making her pregnant because I'm 

sure Alutha cries too when they start and he is left three babies 

so this is a lesson to you too because you are following his foot 

steps with dating babies". And these fools bust out laughing 

 

Me:"atleast with me my baby is an adult not like princess she is 

so spoiled and Bheki makes it worse with the way he treats her 

I mean when we first found out about the pregnancy he used to 

carry her everywhere that could never be me I mean my future 

wife is practically a chef while princess can't even boil an egg". 

And they are still laughing I guess it's because of how I said my 

baby 

 

Tumi:"you guys are just jealous because Bheki is filthy Rich and 

can afford all the princesses need and wants" and we laugh 

even more it even got us some audience  



 

Mo:"I can attest to that because my woman can't cook as well 

and I can proudly say that doesn't bother me as well" 

 

Me:"just wait till you find a woman who can hold up her end in 

the kitchen you will be singing a different tune I tell you no 

wonder your dad is like love sick teen because he gets the best 

of both worlds" 

 

Pho:I don't think that notion applies to your brother in law 

because he seems to be hooked on what ever that your baby 

sister is supplying" and we bust out laughing because he made 

that reference because the are gangsters and they supply 

different things that can get a person hooked 

 

Mo:"you are an idiot you know that. And by the way what is 

your take on this mafia nonsense their involved in to". 

 

Me:"I think they are both adults who participated in it 

individually and willingly so there is nothing I can really say 

about it"  

 

Mo:"I for one is still having nightmares about princess killing 

someone" and we laugh "I'm being for real I have this one 

where she keep killing people like she is chucky's bride and 



bheki keeps cheering her up and there is blood everywhere it's 

freaky I tell you" 

 

Me:"it is freaky that they are that couple but believe me I 

always saw princess as this innocent little girl but the minute 

they said it I could see it that she was capable"  

 

Tumi:"and those brothers are not making things easier because 

they worship the ground she walks on they are like her little 

minions" 

 

Pho:"I had a talk with Manuel and it's about respect because he 

says the owe her their lifes because the minute she gained her 

territories she settled thier whole Debt and gave them a fresh 

start what ever that means but I got that it means everything to 

them he also told me how lucky we are to have a person like 

her be born from the same womb as us and it should be our 

biggest flex" 

 

Mo:"yaah I guess he is right because nobody can ever mess 

with me and get away with it ang'zo vuta isigebhegu sakithi" 

and the laughing goes on through the night its pretty much 

what happens when we get together it's laughter all around. 
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Lesego  

 

I try not make noise as I come in our room I first stopped by 

lesedi's room to check on her and my baby was sleeping like a 

log that girl dies when she sleeps but I'm thankful for the this 

woman laying on this bed pretending to be asleep that she is a 

mother first to Lesedi before she could ever consider me 

because that is the kind of mother I need for my kids the kind 

my mother was to us and yes I was too close to my mother 

growing up and I'm proud she left her little sensitivity with me 

and not my other siblings she had these delicate sides to her 

she was everything a woman should be loving,strict and very 

warm she possessed the kind of beauty I have only seen once in 

my life she was like an angel her dark tone and beautiful big 

hair made her look out of these world and my sister has her 

face and presence because when she walked in a room all eyes 

would be on her and that's why i was always clinging to the 

helm of her skirt she took me everywhere and my brothers 

used to tease me about being a mamas boy and it wouldn't 

bother me one bit because i got experience my mother in every 

way that's how i grew to admire what she and my dad had and 

wanted the same for my self and for my boy child and when 

Lesedi was in her mother's womb i prayed so hard that she was 

a girl not a boy because these is the kind of a mother a boy 



child deserves not that princess's Mom is bad but she doesn't 

possess the kind of warmth my woman has she is like a 

beautiful cloud 

a rainbow after a rainy day she brings so much colour to my life 

and Lesedi and i swear to god I'm impregnating her the 

moment she says yes because Lesedi is going to be my only love 

child i want my boy to be born in wedlock and he is a lucky son 

of gun to be born to these wonderful specimen of a woman and 

me and princess got really lucky that she chose us to be her 

family. 

 

I move to the bathroom after staring at her and it's funny she 

composed herself because she has been pretending to be 

asleep all this time and i know she is not sleeping because my 

woman is very dramatic she look for fights in every little thing 

she was probably waiting for me all night even though i asked 

permission before leaving yes i had to ask because she would 

have thrown a fit if i didn't maybe even gate crashing my boys 

night that how crazy she and she thinks I dont know that she 

does all that because she wants my attention and also doesn't 

know she fuckin turns me on when she is being her crazy self 

even to a point of smelling my dick after a night out saying she 

will know if i went back to my whoring ways but funny enough i 

have never cheated on or even looked at another woman and 

even her ex frowned when i asked if she was this crazy with him 



and he said their relationship was too perfect to a point where 

it was like being in a relationship with a church lady and she 

had no Flaw and that used to frustrate him to a point of picking 

fight and she would apologize and it would be the end of it but 

with me she is a fire cracker she shouts, locks me out and 

shows up at work just to let the bitches know I'm taken her 

words not mine. 

 

I can't believe she is holding herself these much maybe there is 

something wrong with her let me test the waters "are you not 

going to check me before i take a shower i want sleep" and she 

is still quiet and i give up maybe she is really sleeping and i open 

the bathroom door "is your quilt eating at you that you even 

ask to be checked? Which hoe were you with this time for you 

to arrive in the early hours of the morning knowing i was 

waiting for you and you know very well that i can't fall asleep 

when you are out there galavanting the street like you are 

some kind of senseless man because I know for a fact i didn't 

not fall in love with a senseless man so give me a name" and i 

have huge smile on my face because that right there is the love 

of my life and future wife not that quiet woman i walked into i 

minutes ago "well i knew your crazy ass was not sleeping so i 

was avoiding the exact argument we are about have right now 

and didn't i ask for permission before i left and you were too 

happy when i left but now i get home to this couldn't a guy get 



one of those peaceful woman to fall in love with" i say pushing 

the buttons to her crazy i know the words peaceful woman are 

one of her triggers " so is peace you are looking for then i will 

give you peace since I'm this crazy bitch that is looking for a 

fight where there is non" she gets up from the bed and she is in 

a full langerie set with heels on and i have to give it to her 

parents they created a master peice she is a 10 I'm telling you 

she is going to my side of the closet and she comes back with 

my underwear and a sleeping shirt what is she up to "Mr 

Motaung sir here is your sleeping gear do you want me me your 

peaceful girlfriend to run your shower while you take your 

peaceful shower and you will find me peacefully sleeping like a 

good girl am" she says in her sweet condescending voice ever 

and the surcarsim is not left to chance she goes in the 

bathroom and into the shower and opens it and it splashes her 

and she gasps when the cold water hits her and mind you she is 

still in that white lace number and the red stilettos make her 

even hotter and when she gasped it's the the same sound she 

makes when i enter her from behind and that is a complete 

turn on and she was looking for this because she likes pissing 

me off and i get to punish her ass and she doesn't know that l 

love every bit of it she is looking at me in her hooded eyes 

because the water keeps on falling her and I guess the 

temperature has adjusted and that right there is a fuckin turn 

on she bites her lower lip when i challenge her by getting under 



the water with my favourite expensive suit and I'm sure this 

water will ruin it but i have to challenge this woman and she 

melts under my gaze she is letting me hunt and she knows i 

love my prey with a little fighting spirit so she slaps me and that 

does the trick "I'm not your fool i took my time to go and buy 

this langerie and put it on for you and you decide to come back 

after 4 hours after i got ready" she is saying this in a Stan voice 

and she is wagging her finger at me like I'm Lesedi "woman just 

shut up and kiss you man" and she is a blushing mess and she 

looks down and that is a 'you make the first move' sign and i pin 

her to the shower glass and kiss her hungrily and she gives me 

the same energy and in no time that piece of langerie is torn 

into pieces and she has her nails deep into the skin on my back 

and she is moaning in my ear "there is no woman who can ever 

compete with you when it comes to me so get that idea out of 

you mind my love because you are stuck with me for a lifetime 

and I'm going to marry your crazy ass" i whisper in her ear as i 

take her from behind and she awards me with that gasps and 

I'm taken she is so warm and tight she fits me like a clove and 

the clit piercing she has been grazing my member with each 

thrust into her and the friction drives the both of us to the 

moon and back and i thank my lucky stars for this Haven she is 

the full parkage she is as wild as they come and perfect woman 

in public what more can you ask as a men "give me a baby my 

love" i say in her ear as i feel her closer to her end and her eyes 



are rolling at the back of her head in pleasure she is screaming 

her lungs out as i ram into her not showing her any mercy and 

to be honest she is boosting my ego with this noise and it does 

wonders for a man like me she is still screaming "I'm ready baby 

please give it to me i will carry it" and i humb even more and 

she gives a piercing scream as she comes undone and i groan 

like a dying dog as i follow suite and i spank her bouncy ass and 

slowly pulling out her warm cunt and she moans and my babies 

run down her jelly legs and the water cleans the both of us "i 

love you Mr Motaung" she says cleaning me with the sponge 

and i bring her close to me by her waist and the tattoos on her 

body are like second skin she wears them so well it's like 

looking at a fine piece of art "can you marry me and take my 

surname and i will make sure i make it my life's mission to make 

up for not being worthy enough to deserve you" and she goes 

cold and tries to move from my hold but not today we are 

having this conversation now so i adjust the water level to suite 

the both of us and grab her sponge and squeeze her shower gel 

and it all ways smells like fresh summers day "I'm serious my 

love i want you to make me a man amongst man and you a 

mother to Lesedi and her future siblings please marry me" i 

don't know if what I'm saying is what she is hearing because 

she is frozen and i run the foaming sponge on her boobs 

planting kisses on her jawline just to get her relax and that does 

the trick because she balance on my chest like this conversation 



just drained her "talk to me my love why do you avoid the 

marriage topic like it's the plague" and she release a long sigh 

and i know it's about to get deep "let's get out of here first then 

we can talk i don't want you catching a cold" you see what I 

mean who can not want such a caring wife she is thinking about 

me like we are not standing under water the both of us and she 

plants a kiss on my chest. 

 

 

To be continued........... 
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Lesego 

 

She is resting her beautiful head on my chest and you can tell 

by just looking that that's where she belongs and she takes in a 

lengthy breath and I guess she has been holding her breath in 

anticipation of the conversation we are about to have because 

this is about the next level our relationship is about to have and 

our future generations "so" and that what she only says "yes so 

can you be my wife and mother my kids" and I shoot straight so 

she knows I mean business and I'm glad she is calm and relaxed 

"yes that" what does she mean that because it would mean the 

world to me if agreed "is it a bad thing that I want to keep you 

forever" and that irritate her so much when I say I want to keep 

her "well I give you ten out of ten for you romance sir because 

that is the words every woman wants to hear from a man who 

is proposing marriage" and she just shot her own foot "wait a 

minute sis can you hold your horses a bit I'm not proposing this 

just a conversation" and she bust out laughing "you are an 

idiot" and it's my turn to laugh "but on a serious note babe 

what are your reservations on this issue"  

 



Her:it's not that I don't want to be your wife my love it's just 

that I was raised by a single mom and it was difficult on her 

raising me alone and she had no option because my dad died 

before I was born and his family hated my mom so I inherited 

the hate as well so it has always been a fear of some sort, that's 

why when I got engaged the first time I wanted it to be perfect 

and I made sure not to fall pregnant before marriage and I tried 

to fit in his family but because of all that planning the 

relationship it self become a full time job and obsession so that 

is the reason we broke off engagement and after that I went 

back to being just me alone like after my mom died and your 

sister has always been the only constant thing in my life so 

when she took me with during that whole safe house saga I 

knew I had my family and things between us just escalated and 

this is my safe place with you and Lesedi so if things would not 

work between us then I wouldn't want it to affect the family 

that God and my mom blessed me with so marriage might do 

that and they will be forced to choose you if something goes 

wrong" and she takes in breathe and I'm brushing her back in 

assurance  

 

 

Me:but babe why should we base it on failing even before we 

start the journey. My love I want to spend the rest of my life 



with you and your reservations are keeping us from being a 

proper family and it's also delaying my son coming to the world 

and experiencing all of your gorgeousness. because I will not 

have my son being born out of wedlock and I'm sure that I'm 

impregnating you so now do you see my struggle' 

And she giggles buring her cute face on my chest "can you be 

serious please, but how am I going to get over this thing if you 

don't give a chance to adjust to the idea of us as married 

couple" 

 

Me:"rato Laka there is nothing to adjust to just answer these 

questions and I will know that you are ready or not" and she 

adjust herself and nods "do you ever see me as your husband in 

this life or the next?" "Yes I'm happy with you and our baby so 

without a doubt yes" and I sigh heavily and I think it's because 

of the anticipation for the answer and what it means to me that 

she sees a life with me "so most importantly do ever wish to 

have Motaung as your second last name because I know you 

wouldn't want to change your surname" and she plays with her 

fingers shy to admit it "well that was even before we ever got 

together I had always wished for Alutha and I to become 

siblings instead of just friends and for your dad to look at me 

with pride like he does ALu but that sorely comes from not ever 

experiencing a father's love and sibling rivalry and I only saw it 



with you guys and I wanted it so yes I want to be a Motaung but 

not for you but for me 

Advertisement 

I'm selfish right?" I never thought it was that deep but she has 

also never opened to being this vulnerable to me she is always 

this strong happy woman I never saw her for the having issues 

like the rest of us so it goes back to the saying the happy ones 

are always the troubled ones "but my love if you don't give 

yourself the opportunity to be vulnerable and show me your 

naked self then how am I going to know you always give me 

happy, crazy and sexy confident I mean and it's only now I see 

this side of you but I bare it all out for you to see I mean with 

me you knew from the get go that I was fucked up and you 

accepted me flaws and all" I'm hurt that she saw it better to 

deal with things on her own while I'm here maybe she doesn't 

trust me enough to share her inner most darkest fear with me. 

She adjusts her self to sit on top of me and she leans in cupping 

my face and looking me straight in the eyes "it not you it's just 

that the world has never dealt me the fair amount of cards on 

hand and I adjusted to it dealing me the worst hand so I put up 

a facade that all is well,so this is a self defence mechanism on 

my part from a young age it has nothing with us and yes I'm 

fucked up like the rest of you but I don't let it determine my life 

and happiness because the world is a fucked place already so 



why give it the satisfaction of beating you up that's my take on 

life and that's the kind of lessons I will be teaching your son so 

are you still sure you want this marriage thing with me because 

I'm ready but do know I'm not going to plan a wedding I want 

us to just got to court and officialise it because in my heart we 

are already married and then maybe get started on the son 

making because I can't wait for the rest of our lives together" 

and she kisses me like her life depends on it and I responded 

grabbing her ass while at it,okay does this mean we are 

engaged "babe does this mean we are engaged?" and she sits 

straight on my groin "just set the appointment idiot we are 

getting married this week and I want it to be just us and 

princess but please make sure you get me the most biggest 

diamond ring so that all this bitchs know what's up" and that 

last part just gets me busting with laughter she makes me the 

most happiest man on the planet "okay baby I accept your 

proposal to marry you I will be you husband" and she gives me 

a slap on my chest mad "what's with the abuse babe I'm only 

stating the obvious I didn't propose you did just now" I say still 

laughing and she joins in the laughter and she is most beautiful 

when she is like this. Now this is the happily ever after I sighed 

up for. 
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Siphosethu  

 

 

Who ever said love is beautiful I want them found and 

beheaded because love is a scam imagine being in love with an 

idiot. you know when I decided to date a nerd I was tired of 

getting played by all this player type of guys and like always I 

rushed in like the fool am I dated out side my type and tried a 

different approach that how I ended up dating Sean an even 

bigger fraud because I was led to believe that if I dated a quiet 

guy a nerd persay I would have peace of mind and I will not 

stress about him or our relationship but again like the fool I am 

I'm looking at the phone waiting for it to ring because I can't 

contact him at anytime he is the one who will call me and half 

of the time I don't know his location and mind you I'm the kind 

of possessive lover so you can imagine how frustrating my life 

right now is because like the very naive girl I am I fell for his 

quiet and dangerous diminor and his love languages are yet to 

be matched he loves out loud and aggressively so yes I'm a 

mess right now. I'm pulled out of my thoughts by my ringing 



phone and Motaung with a heart emogi is the one calling and I 

just let it ring because right now I'm angry and angry me does 

not have a filter so I do breathing exercises to calm myself 

down and I feel it working just in time when it rings again 

"hello" still breathing and he keeps quiet because I'm breathing 

heavily and he knows me too well to just let me calm down 

before he can talk "my Nubian queen" and that right there is 

the keys to my smile but not right now I can't be that weak let 

me be a good girl like he always says and listen to more lies this 

man is about to throw at me "are you calm now my love" you 

see never to be matched "I'm back and I miss you can I come 

over" and I'm melted like butter in the microwave "yes" it's the 

only thing I can come up with right where is my sense of pride 

as a lady I'm sure my mom can curse me if she can see me right 

now and before I can even reconsider the phone goes dead 

another habit I hate he never says bye before hanging up it 

always comes as a surprise okay I need to surmon that anger 

for when he gets here and believe me I'm trying and it's 

nowhere to be found. 

 

 

 okay before I trail off let me introduce myself my name is 

siphosethu Hlophe I'm one of 6 siblings and I'm a middle child 

maybe that's where I got the possessiveness you know how 



middle children are like the feel like they don't get enough of 

their parents love even if they get the fair amount of it is also 

like that in my case and it's even worse for me because I have a 

big brother that's a deputy parent to all 5 of us so I got enough 

love at home speaking of home I should call my mom just to 

check on them I don't do that alot I should change that because 

they love me but I feel like they want to control me with the 

standards of the life they want me to live you see I'm a free 

spirit and like a butterfly I like to spread my wings and fly and 

with how traditional my family is they want to box me in the 

ideal daughter of Hlophe which is get married to a good man 

and and have alot of kids and I'm the opposite of that I'm wild 

and like wildfire I burn hard all it takes it's a spark. 

 

There is a knock at the door and I know he is here I open for 

him and he look good as always but it seems like he never went 

to his place because he is carrying his dophl bag and back pack 

with his electronic "hi" he is testing the waters and I told my 

arms to my chest giving him a glare "can I please come in?" 

Another thing I love about him is he has manners he ask 

everytime instead of demanding I would like to meet the 

woman who raised him just to wash her feet because man like 

him are rare out here "baby I'm so tired can we not fight I just 

want to rest in the presence of the only woman I love enough 



to bring home to my grandparents" you know I have known this 

man for months now and it's the first time I hear him talking 

about his family and I always took it maybe he is an orphan that 

why I never asked and because I'm who Iam I felt maybe he too 

like being by himself the only thing about I know for sure is that 

he is Sotho because of his surname and that he disappeares a 

lot and when he does I can't reach him and only him can call me 

at that time "Haibo motho Waka you can't really still be upset 

I'm sorry my Nubian queen can you please forgive this ass you 

call a man just give him just one more chance to redeem 

himself" and I'm trying to keep my blush hidden so I move so he 

can enter and he dropped his dophl bag next to the couch and 

carefully placing his equipment bag pack on the coffee table 

and turns to me grabbing me by my waist to bring me closer to 

him and because my body structure is on the tiny and I hate 

that because he even looks taller even though he is short but 

against him I'm still tiny "okay my love I'm really sorry and I will 

explain in due time but now all I'm asking is for us not to fight 

because I had a shitty couple of weeks and I need my woman's 

warm hug" and I remember how much I missed him so I pull 

him in a warm hug sinking in his warm embrace and in that 

moment I feel love and I'm content with what he brings to the 

table his cologne speads in my lung as I inhale it and he kisses 

me on top of my head and we stay like this for a while "I missed 

this so much" he says and I can feel tears blinding my eyes and I 



hate that only he can bring this side of me the variable side I 

really missed him too "where were you?" that the only thing a I 

can say right now "out of the country for work love" and accept 

that with a nod "can I kiss you now or you are still angry at 

me?" And I break free from the hug and I go on my toes to kiss 

him and he picks me and we share a passionate kiss it's been so 

long since we shared one and when he grabs my ass and I let 

out a little moan and i break the kiss "I don't think I like the 

nature of our relationship or am I even allowed to call it a 

relationship because I hardly know you and when you come 

around we don't even talk that much I mean you don't even 

know me aswell" and he lets me down and I go around the 

counter in the kitchen to prepare him something to eat "you 

can go freshen up while I make you a sandwich " and he sighs 

out loud before grabbing his bag disappearing in the bed room 

and I continued with what I'm doing in deep thoughts.  
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Sean 

 

 

After a very deserving shower I lotion and put my bag in the 

closet because I don't see my self going to my house and I grab 

her fluffy gown it's very warm and it smells like her. Before 

going to the kitchen I need to clean this room it's very messy 

she left her clothes on the floor and the bed is not made and I 

love my spaces clean and the lady of the house could careless 

about tidy spaces so since I'm the visitor this will be my form of 

rent as I'm cleaning I come across a use condom and my blood 

just boils so she has been fucking so other niggers while busy 

making noise about for me to be considerate of her feeling and 

I swear to god this guy is going to regret ever looking her 

direction but first let me deal with my dog first because if 

anything I will never deal with a hoe for a girl friend so I pick 

the condom with a piece of tissue going to the kitchen and I 

find her eating her sandwich and I try and calm down because 

this is a woman after all so I need to be considerate of how 

fragile she is right now and she is so tiny it's cute but right now 

I'm mad so I go over to her and place the condom on her plate 



and I wash my hands pulling my plate to eat I need to see I how 

she reacts to the little display I put on her plate and she is not 

even reacting to it but take it's of her plate and continues eat in 

silent and this action make my blood boil even more "you are 

an adult Sean if you want to ask me something you have to use 

your words because I'm not a mind reader" so she thinks this a 

joke "and boy why are you wearing my favourite gown now you 

are going to stretch it with you huge self" and I'm getting 

angrier by the second "so you bring guys to your house now" 

and she is back focusing on her plate "yes I do bring guys to my 

house and it should be obvious because you are sitting in my 

house the one I bought with my own money and if you talk like 

an adult you might get the answers you seak " who is he" and 

she looks in my eyes "Sean" and this one thinks I'm crazy so I 

stand taking the plate to the fridge because I lost my appetite 

"you are the only man in my life if that what you are failing to 

ask and these two are you helper when you disappeare without 

contact" she pulls out two rubber d*cks and one looks like a 

monster and the other look big a black why would she put this 

things in the kitchen and why are they so big and black went 

there other colours in the shop I really feel insecure right now 

"and I use condoms because I hate cleaning them after use" she 

must be crazy if she things I'm okay with this "Motaung you 

have to talk my love you are scaring me you look pale say 

something" and I try to breathe but I'm failing where do these 



things fit because she is so tiny and she is even tiny against me 

and I'm considered a short man "phone" that the only thing I 

can say and seems the understand because she rushed to my 

back and comes back with it and I just press the number 3 on 

my dial and I put on speaker "baby" her sweet voice beams 

from the speaker "sos" and I hang up and she is pacing the 

room in anger and I feel like I'm dying my lungs are are closing 

and it feels like I'm having a heart attack "baby" she keeps on 

saying and I know she is about to throw the biggest tantrum 

ever but right now I can't think about it my heart is giving up on 

me I never thought I would die like this. 

 

Siphosethu 

 

I can't believe this ass hole just called a bitch in my presence 

even worse in my house just because I mustibate once in a 

while he has the nerve to disrepect me like this maybe the signs 

where there the disappearing and calls it makes sense now and 

I look at him he and he is holding on to his chest and he is 

turning pale just because of a few dildos he is such a pussy I 

hope he dies from the panic attack and there is a loud bang on 

my door and I wonder how that person came in because this is 

a gated community but may it's the security so I go and open 

and there stands a very beautiful man she can not be real she is 



so sexy in that black outfit and she is not too tall but taller than 

me but what scares me the most is the gun on her thigh and 

the one in her hand her face screams danger "helpppp" that 

would be my weak ass cheating boyfriend and the lady pushes 

me out of the way and instendly the room goes dark the hairs 

on my neck stand what is she "baby what's wrong who hurt you 

I swear I'm going to kill them" and she starts examination on 

him by the things she is doing you can tell she is a doctor and 

she pulls a knife from her boot and press in on his left side and 

stabs him and he breaths in very sharply and I scream my lung 

out and then this tall white man comes in and point his gun at 

me shutting me up instendly and she says something in a 

foreign language and the guy takes out his phone calling 

someone and in no time there is now three white man in my 

kitchen and the other one says something and the rest laugh 

while holding my dildos and I keep quiet because I'm shit 

scared and they pick him up heading to the door I'm not sure if 

he is dead because they stabed him and the lady points a gun at 

me "get his back pack and let's go and you better pray nothing 

happens to him or you will pay with you life" and I have never 

seen a gun in my life and I'm praying that I live through 

whatever is happening now I grab the bag and go out and she 

just closes the door and there is a car her it looks very 

expensive and I would tell the model if there was no gun on my 

back I she nudges me to enter and she enters and the big guy 



drive and the other two still have my dildos in hand playing 

with them 

We get to this beautiful house and it’s so big I don't think I have 

ever see something like this only in movies I mean these people 

look foreign and maybe they are drug lord I mean that what 

foreign people are known for in South Africa I wish they don't 

traffic me and I look like a teen I say another prayer and 

immediately the car stops they rush him in the house and now 

there is a lot of blood and we are rushed to what seems like a 

hospital room and there is this doctor guy and they begin 

working on him and the lady look in her zone and he is hooked 

up to these machines and I'm a mess I keep on crying and now 

the quilt that I'm the course of all this if he dies it's on me so I 

say another prayer for God to save him God knows I love him 

even if I have never said it I love him and he might die without 

knowing it and they seem to have finished and the lady say 

"now we wait" and the other big guy comes in and the lady's 

eyes sparkle you can tell she is not the monster that came to 

my house she is soft and he kisses her and the love is 

something straight out of a novel they don't need to say it 

because it radiates and I envy that so much why can't Sean be 

like this and they both turn to my direction and they look at 

each before coming closer "let me get her cleaned up" and he 

just nods she signals I stand and she walk a head of me leading 

me to a room next to this one and it white in colour this house 



is so clean it wouldn't survive with me in it "you must be 

siphosethu right" and I'm shocked she knows me so I nod I'm 

trying to get on her bad side "I hope for your sake you are not 

the course of his heart attack" and my face turns in to horror 

because he was just having a panic attack I have them all the 

time "heart attack" I say in a very low tone "yes he almost died" 

and my tears just gush out and she turns to leave and now I'm 

alone in this room and I throw myself on the white bed and cry 

my eyes out I didn't mean to kill him he is going to hate me 

when wakes up oh my god he almost died and what did she 

mean when she said she hopes I'm not responsible oh my god 

they are going to kill me I saw them and how does my sweet 

Sean know this people he doesn't seem like the guy who mixes 

with criminal and I'm very sure these people are criminals a lot 

keep going in and out of my head until I can't think anymore. 

I must have dosed of because I. Wake up and my eye are heavy 

and I don't recognise the room and it all comes flooding back 

oh god my Sean and I got out of the room running I don't care if 

they kill me what's important right now is Sean and I get to the 

door and I hear laughter in the hospital room and it's seems he 

is up and the nerves come rushing in and I Summon the 

courage and I enter the room and the all turn to the door and 

he is up sitting and the is only a drip with blood connected to 

his arm and there are patches on his chest and there is a 

mechine that's making loud sound and they all look at me and 



the bust out laughing and the lady tries so stop them Jesus this 

is so embarrassing but I hold my head up like the lady Iam going 

next to him and the mechines go crazy oh my god this can't 

happening "hay hay calm down I just fixed you will calm down 

or I will reap that heart out of you right now and you ass holes 

leave the room" and they laughed even more before they leave 

but not before grabbing my toys idiots "and you little madam 

try not to kill him and he goes to him and palms his head in her 

hands and she leans in connecting their foreheads "stop it I 

know you are stronger than this and the monsters still need you 

and don't worry I will get rid of them you don't have to see 

them again and I promise to shoot anyone who brings them up 

again" and he smiles and she pecks his lips making the kiss 

linger for a couple of seconds and my blood boils and she faces 

me "I'm not the enemy here" she says before leaving the room 

and I hate her I move closer to his bed and he is trying to calm 

down but what I see in his eye is not anger but terror he is 

scared and that amazes me what's got him so scared "how are 

you feeling?" I enquire and he looks at me from head to toe "I 

could be better" and he reaches his hand to me and I take it 

climbing on the bed carefully not to hurt him "I'm sorry" he 

says and I shake my head with tears coming out "no you did 

nothing wrong I'm sorry I didn't know it was a heart attack I 

thought you are having a picnic attack and they are harmless 

they hurt but they can't kill you I'm really sorry and what 



triggered it" and he look like he is processing everything "it's 

nothing babe let's forget it" and if he thinks I'm letting it go he 

has another thing coming "okay babe then let's forget about us 

too because I'm tired of dating someone I hardly know and on 

top of that there is a gorgeous women who kisses you on the 

lips for more than five seconds and calls you baby you know I 

love you but this I'm over it I will not date a man who is in a 

relationship with another woman sorry I rather remain single 

even my toys are better than this" and the mechines go crazy at 

the mansion of toys oh that the problem my toys "hay calm 

down" and he breathes in an out trying to steady his breathing 

"can we not talk about your.....things and Alutha is my person 

she is the light of my life and she owns my heart if you say you 

love me them you must know we come as a package nothing 

and no one can between us" and I just get even angrier who 

says that "you are sick if you think I will ever share a men I'm 

too beautiful for that" and he smiles bring me closer "don't 

worry it's just her and the monsters oh and the queen of my 

heart just 4 people my love you can handle it" this man wants 

to kill me "atleast you own my body that they can't touch it's all 

yours but the heart you can take it but it is already occupied 

but you can have it with its contents" and I try to move "fuck 

you" 
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Sean 

 

 

I love toying with her and she is really worked up right now and 

I love it and it's the truth all those people own my heart but she 

need to accept that she is getting a second hand heart and it 

comes with furniture "you are hurting me and I never thought 

you could do it but it okay I will leave" and she tries getting out 

of bed and I hold her in place and the door bust open and my 

queen comes in with tears running down her beautiful face "oh 

Nana my baby who did this to you mokgomotsi" and she kisses 

my whole face she starts checking my whole body and the tiny 

woman in my life she has gotten down from the bed and she is 

sitting quietly on the chair "my queen I'm fine it's nothing and 

you know I don't need you dying on me you are my baby" and 

she is just happy I'm okay I don't know how she could survive 

my death after my mom I'm the only thing that is connecting 

them to her "I'm okay I promise you know your princess will 

never let me die I'm far too important to her to just die she can 

even cross over to heaven just to bring me back to only kill me 

again for dying" and that make her giggle" who said you are 

going to heaven" and that makes me laugh and I hurt myself 

and the tiny tots rushed to my side and that only now she sees 



her and she frowns "you know I'm the only Saint in this 

family"and she does not tear her eyes from my tiny person and 

she has her head bowed in shame and I know it's because her 

family is very traditional so her being here seems disrespectful 

she might think she escaped the way of her family but she 

carries it her heart and that makes me happy "who is this and I 

hope she is not your girlfriend because I don't want trouble you 

will be charged with statutory rape how old is she 16. young girl 

who are you and where is you mother?" And I bust in laughter 

hurting my self in the process "will you stop" she says through 

her teeth still with her head down "I'm siphosethu Hlophe ma 

and my mother is in KZN along with my father but my two 

brothers are around Gauteng and no ma there is no trouble I'm 

25year old" and my queen seems to be calmed by that piece of 

information "oh sorry my baby you are so beautiful yet so tiny 

sorry if I offended you my love I'm very protective of my babies 

I'm this handsome young man's granny" she introduces herself 

and she take the hand eyes still on the ground "tiny tots this is 

the queen the one I mentioned earlier" and she gives me a 

death stare "so you have girlfriend we know nothing about 

mokgomotsi I can't believe this" and she rushed to hug her 

"princess knows about her Mme" and she glared at me of 

course princess would know about her before me she is the 

owner of you heart I hope this beautiful lady here can stand 

your sister because I really like her I hope she is strong enough 



and I don't know why you kids keep bringing Zulu people in the 

family it was first princess with Bheki now it's you with this 

gorgeous women here atleast my great-grandchildren will be 

cute have you seen how the monsters are so adorable maybe 

this tribe has something to do with" and she rambles I like her 

when she is like this that means she is accepting of my tiny tots 

and I can't believe that small human being almost killed with 

shock I'm still asking myself how those things fit in her SMH. 

 

 

They left me here on my own and now Bheki is in my space I 

really thought this guy hated people but he is forever in my 

space and I can't believe his profile has become this big head of 

all mafia and I can't believe he escaped that hell hole if I didn't 

know the family man side of his I would be shaking in my boots 

right now but no he is just a big teddy bear "tell me ntwana 

what happened because these idiots keep laughing when I ask 

Alutha" and I shake my head thinking about it and it's still 

freaks me out "Hai grotmaan I'm in a position that I never 

thought I would be in but here am and I just realised my new 

phobia" and it's like I just confuse him even more "well the lady 

you just saw is my girlfriend of 8 months and well you know the 

kind of job I do so I'm not in town most times and she can't call 

me whenever sometimes I'm gone for months but when I come 



back I make sure I spend it with so this morning I came back to 

that mission you send me on and I went to her place as usual 

and she was mad as usual but I worked my magic and she 

melted so I decided to go take a shower and just relax and 

when I was done I decided to do a little cleaning because she 

hate cleaning and I really don't mind as I was cleaning I found a 

used condom and I became mad so I picked it up and placed in 

on the plate she was eating from but still she didn't react but 

kept on eating she is very stubborn so after a while she says 

things like if I have questions why don't I ask them like an adult 

Iam and that drove me to the edge but I guess she could see I'm 

that I'm mad so she reached to draw in the kitchen and pulled 

out those monsters the guys are playing with and right there I 

was confused until she told me that those are my helpers when 

I'm gone for months and that's when I felt like I was dying you 

know the problem was not that she mustibates the problem 

was where do those things fit and why are they black wasn't 

there any other colours like pink or something and the other 

one doesn't even look like a penis but a monster and I became 

very insecure" I say and I can see he is holding in his laughter 

"so in other words you are afraid of plastic d*cks" and I shake 

my head "I'm afraid of my woman's fantasies what could it be 

that possessed her to buy those if not she is fantasising of being 

f*cked monsters and I love this girl so much and she is so tiny 

how can the future mother of my girls fantasies of such thing 



oh my god she is going to ruin my babies" and he bust out 

laughing and it's so weird so see him laughing and now the 

mechines are going crazy making the situation even worse "hay 

ntwana come down there is nothing that's going happen to you 

kids except for then being very short and tiny Imagen little 

human being that come from the both of you shame poor kids 

but you need to talk to her and if it's a thing then find a solution 

that how partnerships work" and the minute he mentioned my 

tiny human being I became very happy I can't wait but I pray 

they are nothing like Alutha or their mother I just need sweet 

cute babies. 

 

Bheki left and grandma hasn't brought back my girlfriend and I 

miss her and I hope she survives those two speak of the devil 

and he shall appear they come in and it looks like they have 

their hair and nails done and my tiny tots looks very beautiful 

instead of the boy cut she always has on she has on a short 

curly weave and she even has pink nails on she is so going to 

grab my balls with later SMH and I have to admit the woman in 

my family are gorgeous the genes are out of this world "Nana 

she is a keeper I hope to see her in the next family dinner but 

right now I need to leave your papa has been blowing up my 

phone so bye love you try taking it easy princess make sure he 

is okay I love you babies and tiny tots see at the dinner in my 



house" she says kissing our lips including my baby and I can tell 

she is uncomfortable with it but it's a family thing and I guess 

that why the peréz are a perfect fit because the also practice 

the kiss on the lips practice and Bheki hates it being done to his 

wife but he can't say anything about it "you are better now 

baby I just need to check you up tomorrow the you will be fine 

but not for work you need to take some time off okay" and I 

nod and she kisses my forehead "let me go and see Bheki and 

the monsters and knowing you and your space I know you will 

be gone when come down tomorrow morning you can take one 

of my cars leave bheki's cars alone please I can't deal with 

grumpy him it one nice knowing you tiny tots and welcome to 

the family I'm going to my love nest I'm sure they miss me now" 

and she kisses her on her forehead too before leaving the room 

and I'm left with this tiny human being "let me get dressed so 

that we can leave and I go to my room to get dressed and I put 

the now clean gown on top and it still smells like her and I grab 

my bag then we are off. 
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Siphosethu (tiny tots) 

 

You know I don't know how to feel about the past few hours 

events I don't know what to make of it and I'm scared to ask 

because Mr man here might have a heart attack and what 

puzzles me the most is why did he make me think he didn't 

have a family or he was not family oriented person but today I 

saw how much love is in that family they are a bit shady but 

loving and I thought his "baby" was a b*TCH but only to find 

out that she is the sweetest but what I saw in my apartment 

was a different person and even the husband gives demonic 

vibe I can't tell really "peny for your thoughts" he drags me out 

of my thoughts and I release a long sigh because I'm confused 

why can't I just find a man who adores me so much that he sees 

a life with me or atleast want to share some aspect of his life 

with me "nothing much" I say with a voice coated with sadness 

I'm still looking outside the car window I can't even look at him 

maybe love was not meant for people like me I just miss my 

mother right now I wish I was home "hay don't cry I'm sorry I 

didn't mean to scare you" I wipe the tears away I didn't even 

notice I was crying I'm really sad right now and it takes a lot for 

me to be sad since I'm a very out spoken person yes angry and 

annoyed never sad and he pulls the car over mind you it's late 



he get out and comes to my side and opens the door I really 

love this car and when she said one of my cars I thought she 

was talking about two or three but now a whole garage. Back to 

the present im in his arm and this feels so right and his arms are 

covering my whole body that's how tiny Iam "baby talk to me 

and please don't give me IT'S NOTHING speech because that is 

not you I fell in love with the crazy in you so don't go switching 

on me" and that make us both laugh but I end up breaking in a 

son and he is trying so much to calm me down and it's because 

he said he loves me but I don't feel that love I don't see it and 

I'm afraid I fell to quickly and I don't know how to get myself 

out now I just need my mom "can you please take me home" 

and he nod "we are going home now tiny" and I shake my head 

still tear running down "I mean home Mzimkulu home to my 

mom" and he sighs and nods getting me back in the car and 

running to his side to begin the journey home "do you what to 

pass buy the house to get something and I shake my head but 

atleast im not crying anymore and he just nods driving to join 

the N1 and I just close my eyes to rest them. 

 

 

Alutha 

 



  

I'm in the love nest with my little family or should I be saying 

big family 

Advertisement 

I really love what I have been blessed with the monsters are 

two months old now and I have gotten them on a routine and 

I'm happy they sleep during the night and play and take naps 

during the day so they are not too much trouble anymore and 

we enjoy them and I'm in love with little Akanu he is the 

sweetest while bheki's monster drains the life out of me 

because she get sick all the time and she some time just cries 

for nothing and Masango say that why Akanu is peaceful she 

takes everything on his behalf and Masango is another constant 

person in our house and he suggested that we build outside 

and he prefers if it's near the dam that runs through our back 

yard and I love that space I wanted to do something with it but 

I guess Masango wins all the time because babawabo has 

started with the contractors and since he said the hut is for the 

twins then I have no problem with it they are all sleeping on our 

bed and I had to conjoin our room to their nursery because 

ghost is very possessive when it comes to his son's protector 

because I would wake up and find my husband not in bed and 

when I go to the nursery I find ghost staring at makhosi like she 

will disappear but I get it she goes through a lot as a baby to 



ensure that her brother is okay she starts moving and I know 

what's coming so I rush to pick her up and and Humm her 

sweet melody my mum taught me and it always helps she said 

it's an ancient battle cry they used when they lost soldier but 

won the battle and it works like a charm because this little 

warrior is falling back to sleep and my phone flashes a light and 

I pick it up and I see it's one of my car trackers and it's in the N1 

and I know it's Sean and I'm surprised because he can't drive 

that long distance because he is not fully healed so I call him 

and it rings "baby" that his response "why are you in the N1 I 

hope you are not going to work and where is your tiny tots" 

and he sighs heavily and I know it's bad maybe I came too 

strong on her "she asked I take her home to her mom she was 

not her crazy self tonight I have never seen her crying like that 

and I know you said take is easy but I need to make sure she is 

okay even if it hurts me" and I can tell their relationship might 

not make it through this and that's what scares him most " it's 

okay baby I understand baby just pull over I will get one of the 

boys to come drive you can't drive that distance" and he 

breaths in and out again "I can't let her wake up and cry that 

she is not home so I will be fine" and the Motaung 

stubbornness comes out its most dominant in him and I think 

it's because his father is the sweetest human being so it has to 

be from our side " I said pull over in a minute someone will be 

there" and I hear him pull over " please don't send the idiots" 



and I chuckle at that because they're idiots "don't worry Manu 

is coming he said he is going to Durban anyway" and I know it 

must be difficult for him because this is his first girlfriend and I 

know Sean might seem like a strong person but I know he is 

very fragile and I think it stems from being a motherless baby 

like myself I know what that can do to a person " okay baby" I 

hang up and dial Manuel and he said he will track my car and I 

know he will be there in no time, Sean is going through the 

most in his relationship and most of it is his fault because it's 

not easy to open up because his girlfriend says they have been 

dating for awhile but she thought he was an orphan because he 

never talks even about us so that why it was a shock to see us 

and she says he disappeares for a long period of time and when 

he comes back he expects thing to be fine and I thought ghost 

was bad but Sean takes the cake he sucks at this relationshiping 

thing he relationships wrong maybe that why they get along so 

well and Bheki did say he had a talk with him and I think thing 

will be okay let me pay the princess down and get some rest 

aswell. 
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Siphosethu (tiny tots) 

I feel the car shaking just a little and I can tell we are on a 

bumby road and head is resting on him because I smell his 

cologne and I raise my head to open my eyes because if he is 

here then who is driving because the car is still moving I open 

my eyes and they come in contact with a per of Hazel brown 

eyes on the review mirror and the quickly focus back on the 

road an I can see it's one of the man who came to my 

apartment but how did he become our driver I move a little and 

Sean flinched I guess he is uncomfortable because my whole 

body is on him he is carrying me like a baby how did he even 

move me from the passenger sit and his yes open and he kisses 

me on my forehead and it's still very dark outside may it's after 

midnight and we are in my area now I can tell with the street 

lights "hay how are you doing now?" And I shake my head 

because I don't trust my voice the sadness has eaten through 

me and I can't come out of it but seeing my mom will do "don't 

worry sweetheart you will be okay and you can take as much 

time you need I will wait and we will drive back together just 

worry about being okay for me for us" he says not minding the 

person in the car with us "in 10mm turn left and you 

destination is on the left" the navigation lady says and I know 

I'm home and all the sadness comes crashing in and peck lands 



on forehead and a soft love you comes out and when the car 

stops I jump of him and open the door and he also comes out 

and pulls me in a hug and kisses me deeply and the lights at 

home come on I guess it's the car light that woke up my dad he 

is a light sleeper "you better go other wise you will be subjected 

to a beating of you life my dad is awake and I know he is 

looking so I have questions to answer when I go in" and he 

pecks my lips one more time before handing me his work 

phone and he never lets me touch it "I will call you there just 

answer but don't answer international calls it's work I love you 

okay" and I nod my head and break the hug running to the gate 

and it's locked so I jumb it we used to do this with tumbu back 

in the day when I reach the door it's already open and my dad 

is standing there and to be honest he is the most strict parent 

and my mom is the softy and I know I'm about to get an 

interrogation "sipho why are kissing men next to my yard have 

you no shame you know we don't do that here and I know that 

why you moved to that sinful place to do but please don't bring 

it to my house" he is not loud but you can hear the sterness 

from his voice and that brings me back to what brought me 

here my mom and I let out a son and I crush on my knees and 

the stern look quickly disappears and fear and anger coats his 

entire face and he picks me up and I'm still crying "mavezi 

sheshisa ingane" (Mavezi hurry the child) and I'm carried to the 

lounge an my mom is there scared "what happened baba why 



would my child come back crying so late and where the hell is 

Dlezi when my child has to travel at night crying when I told him 

to look after them" and she is so scared of the unknown 

"phephisa Wena Nana(hush now baby)mom is here she will 

make it all go away" and she can see it's not physical pain but 

emotional I guess she is experienced in this things because she 

has older daughters and I'm resting on her breasts and there is 

no better feeling than this and I can see my dad leaving the 

room and I think he too is not foreign to the sight "let's get you 

in a bath it will make you feel better" and she stands up 

reaching for my hand leading me to the bathroom and runs me 

a hot bath with essential oils and salts and I love every bit of it 

and it seems to have calm me down and she is sitting on the 

toilet watching me "let's get you out the water is cold now and I 

stand "let me go make us so camomile tea while you lotion" 

and she leaves and i get to it when I get to my room it's like I 

never left it's exactly the same but cleaner and the SpongeBob 

onesie on my bad so wear that with matching Uggs then I just 

on the bed and get comfortable "you see you did right by 

coming home now look you are much better" she hands me my 

tea and she get under the blanket with me "now talk to mom" 

and I let out a sigh "everything thing is just a mess ma and I 

don't even know where to start" and she sips on her tea "how 

about we start from the beginning" and I guess she is right " I 



guess we about to stay up till morning you might need to get 

comfortable" and she nods  

 

To be continued...... 
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Continuation...... 

 

well it all started when I started dating when I got to Jozi I was 

not even interested in men and relationships but what 

happened I fell for a man well we can't really call him a man 

well a boy because he doesn't deserve to be called one,he was 

what we call a fuckboy he messed with my heart so much and I 

kept going back to him because well he was my first in 

everything" I look at her after I say that and she is not surprised 

so I continue "well we kept at it until he slept with my then 

roommate so I broke things off and after a long time I healed 

and got back on the horse but now my heart was guarded but 

being me I fell again and he began making me out to be crazy 

like I was the course of his cheating because he knew I'm a 

possessive lover and I'm very jealous so that was the last nail to 

the coffin that is my heart but I still made it and left the 

relationship before it became abusive since I saw it was where 

it was heading 

Advertisement 

so I took a break and did my own thing and focused on my 

numbers (well I work with numbers I did actual science at 

school that's my work) and when I started freelancing my 



services I met this guy at work he was working at an IT 

company so that how I first met him and from then we started 

bumping into each other randomly so he took a liking in me and 

told me.because he was different to the previous guys I was 

with before I gave into his charm and his quiet and calm 

demeanor and the fact that he was educated and had done 

well for himself again I fell and because he was a nerd 

computer gig I thought it will be easy so I started dating him 

and that was months back but I noticed that Maan guy doesn't 

have time he is always busy and he calls me when he gets time 

and worse part I can't contact him when he MIA only he can 

contact him and by then I had already fell for him so I decided 

to buy toys you know sex toys for when he is gone for longer 

periods of time ( her face is drained because I guess this is 

taboo in her books but what did I expect from Jesus's cousin 

SMH) so I bought them and used one recently and you know 

how lazy I am (she nods)so I used it with a condom (I hide my 

face in shame with the blanket) and I guess I didn't throw the 

condom away I left it on the floor so as usual he came back 

yesterday and we had mini argument about his unavailability 

but I let it go because I could see he was tired so I let him in and 

told him to go shower while I made food and him being the 

neat freak he started cleaning my room only to find the 

condom and came back put it on my plate and kept quiet sat 

down and enjoyed his sandwich like nothing happened like who 



does that so I also put it aside and started eating again until he 

asked do I bring guys back to my house now so I responded and 

said yes and he got all mad so I put him out of his misery and 

told him yes I bring him and and only him and I pulled the toys 

from the kitchen draw because I was cleaning them and I told 

him those where his helpers and he started breathing heavily 

and and called his cousin mind you I didn't even know he has 

family because he never really talks, and because she is a 

doctor she came running and I thought he was just being 

dramatic because I always have panic attacks and the are not 

fatal and when she came she started performing a mini surgery 

on him only then he started breathing (I'm in tears now 

because he almost died)so they rushed him to the hospital 

there was so much blood and that when I realised it was not a 

panic attack but a heart attack and it was my fault so when he 

woke up I got to know that he has this big family and the most 

adorable grandma and she kisses everyone including me on the 

lips and he is loved. my biggest issue was why can't I find 

someone who is willing to spend the rest of my life with I mean 

all my sisters are happily married simtha and Sina (simthandile 

and sinamile twins older than by 3 years all my mother's 

children are 3years apart except my older sister Simphiwe and 

my brother simingaye and yes the are obsessed with the latter 

S oh and my younger brother sipheto)and it's only me who 

can't get it right and that made me very sad so I asked that he 



bring me home because why would he not share his family and 

life with me it only made sense that he didn't trust me with his 

life and there for didn't tell me" and I let out a sigh waiting for 

her to talk because that was a mouth full and she brings me to 

her breasts and brushes my back in comfort because I'm crying 

for my failing relationship "so Nana I hear you and trust me for 

the kind of family we are that is a lot and to know this is what 

has been happening in that sinful place scares me that you are 

going back but now you need to know the truth and the truth is 

my child I think you are possessed because the things you do 

Hai if it was you father who found condoms at my place I would 

be dead before even explaining and to think you went and 

bought toys Hai but he is a sensible young man for reacting the 

way he did and I have a feel that he didn't tell you about his 

family because you never brought up you own and if that's the 

case then I'm very disappointed in you because we love you as 

a family and we should be the first thing you talk about with a 

potential partner so he followed your lead and as for the heart 

attack and the almost dying Hai I have no words so tell me this 

happened yesterday (I nod) and he still brought you here while 

he is in pain because you wanted to be with your mom (again I 

nod) then baby that man loves you but I know you and your 

stubbornness you are thinking all sort of nonsense before 

talking to the boy and if you say he comes from a good family 

that means he has a good head on his shoulders so start 



communicating and leave the bed alone because now you are 

in this mess because you rushed jumping in bed before knowing 

each other and if you are not careful you will lose him. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

I'm woken up by a phone ringing and because it's not mine I 

don't wake and I remember that he gave me his phone 

yesterday I reach for it and answer "hello" and there is silence 

at the other side "tiny tots"(I hate the nickname I know I'm tiny 

why rub it in) "hay baby how are you feeling today"(and after 

the talk with my mom I realised the wrong things I have been 

doing in the relationship and if I want to give it a fighting 

chance I need to change my attitude going forward ) "I'm fine 

love how are you feeling now did I get you into trouble with 

you dad?"(he asks with so much concern in his voice maybe 

mom was right) "not too much my love I'm just worried about 

you I made you travel while you are sick I feel so selfish" "don't 

beat yourself up for needing you mom's emotional support I 

just hate seeing you like that I think that's what broke me" 

"don't worry about me my love but I'm glad I came home my 

mom spoke some sense into me and she made me see thing in 



another light" and he breaths out loud "I'm glad you are okay" 

I'm also glad I'm okay too really we spoke some more until he 

had to go eat so that he could take his medication and I also 

woke up and made the bed and went to freshen up and going 

to the kitchen because I still have some answering to do from 

my dad because I know what I did was very disrespectful to him 

because we don't do what I did in front of my father's house so 

I also need to apologize "morning" I say in a very low tone 

showing remorse for my deeds "morning my love how are you 

this morning" that's my ever so sweet mother "I'm better now 

mom thank you" and there is some silence on the table and I 

decide to breaking it "baba I would like to apologize for what I 

did last night or this morning" and he just stared at me " what 

exactly did you do princess I want to hear you say it because I 

don't think you understand the disrespect your actions 

coursed" and I hang my head low because I know my dad will 

never let this go until there is a fine payed "I'm sorry for being 

disrespectful by kissing a men in front of you yard and for him 

dropping me off in front of you home I'm really sorry dad I 

regret my actions" I think that will do and he nods "so who is 

that man because I don't know him does he know he will have 

to pay a fine for his actions" and it's my turn to nod breakfast 

carried on and I spend the rest of my showing my remorse by 

cleaning that is the only thing I hate about coming home is the 

amount of cleaning that is being done. 
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Sean  

It's been a few day here in Durban and I'm better and I'm glad 

my girl is better as well and we are heading back home today. I 

miss her so much I haven't seen her since we got here well I'm 

also staying with Manuel and he seem very pre-occupied and 

I'm suspecting and lady is involved because he asked me to look 

into a certain family and they are very rural people so I don't 

think it has any thing to do with business. Alutha has been 

calling to check up on me and I'm glad she gave me permission 

to travel back home but under a condition that I don't drive and 

Manuel is staying back so I will have to hire someone if my girl 

can't drive and since we are good now I guess the trip back will 

be more pleasant and I really love how she has been speaking 

to me lately and when I asked she said it had everything to do 

with her mom speaking sense into her and by just that her 

mom became my favorite in law. 

She said she is ready and I have to pick her up at the taxi stop 

near her home because I can't afford to owe her dad more 

fines. So that were I'm heading to and she will drive back 

Durban. 



She seems lighter and more in tune with her emotions and I 

think I love this side of her she is in a long dress and her head is 

covered and she is so natural her skin is glowing. She is not my 

hot shot girlfriend with power suits and weaves and makeup 

she is just a girl from KZN and I love it. 

"I wish I can see more of this side of you" and she looks at me 

like I'm crazy  

"Which side because if you are talking about the farm juliet 

look then you are not ever going to see it. I'm wearing this 

because I didn't have clothes but my clothes from back in the 

day and this here is not my style it's my mom's because she is 

the one that bought this dress."  

"Well that confirms it then your mom is my favourite in law not 

the fines demanding in law" and she busts out laughing and I 

join her because her laugh is so contagious  

"Well then that means you will hate the rest of my family 

because Dlezi is a shadow of my dad and all my sisters are very 

traditional the only odd man out is me and thumbu we live our 

life the way we please and that is often seen as disrespectful in 

my family." Okay this is new she is talking about her entire 

family and she has always given me the impression she is not 

family orientated but with the glow she has when talking right 

now I think I miss judged her. 



"So you are telling me that I will be surrounded by a lot of your 

dad's minions when I finally get to be introduced?" That is a 

very strategic question because I never thought we can ever get 

to publicising our relationship even to our families because she 

has always given me that picture that we are the only ones in 

this relationship and we are never going to be more that what 

we are so I really what to know where this is going because my 

family really like her and I have to know that it's not one sides. 

"So you want to be introduced?" She ask as if I'm the one with 

the problem and I nod  

"Yes eventually and why does it seem like you are shocked with 

that" and she chuckles  

"Nothing babe it's just that you are never available even 

emotionally so I assumed you are not really serious about us. I 

mean I never thought you had a family or friends until..... 

"That because you are always closed off and you always give 

me a different narrative of our relationship so I thought me 

involving my family will scare you off because they are very 

overwhelming and very intense with affection so I emulated 

what I got from you and it helped that I work most of the time" 

Okay I just realized we don't really know each other that much  

"I don't really talk about my family because where I come from 

we only involve families when a relationship is serious to a 



point of marriage and I really didn't see you going there and I 

thought you were an orphan so I didn't what to rub my family 

in you face. And if you want to be introduced to my family then 

you must be really  ready to take our relationship to the next 

level" I have never really thought of marriage before and as for 

she thought I was an orphan wow I won't even go there 

because we both have been working with assumptions in this 

relationship and I think it's time I take some time off to get to 

know my woman and just give this relationship a real fighting 

chance because I really see my self with this woman for the rest 

of my life. 

"Well that means I'm marrying you then because I want to 

meet all you family members" and she brushes and that is 

weird for me because she is not you blushing bride type of 

woman she is more of a less in tense vision of Alutha minus the 

mafia and I love that but even Alutha blushes when she is with 

bheki so I guess I have to bring up most of this side of her "and 

she is blushing wow babe I never thought I could see it Ms 

independent boss bitch her self blushing wow I guess I have to 

hurry and talk to my grandfather about those cows he 

promised me"  she is trying so much to hide the blush and its 

hard because she is driving I really love this tiny human being. 
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Alutha  

This house is much calm now seeing the twins are growing and 

me and Bheki have settled into a routine but it's hard living 

with multi personality because they can just take over shutting 

us off and it's has been happening a lot since the babies arrived 

and I suggested we go for check-up and maybe take medication 

to help control it but my husband doesn't see any wrong with it 

and he says we must give the Ghost and Death a chance to 

raise their children in peace like Masango said and he thinks I 

don't trust them with the kids but my problem is the total shut 

off and it makes me feel crazy.  

My husband has been locked in that office since morning and 

it's noon now and I would love to see him now I miss him so I 

go knock on the door and stick my head in "hay" I say when I 

see he is in his zone he didn't even notice me coming in and I 

walk to his chair and I push it back to sit on his lap "hello mama 

what's wrong do you miss me" and I cling to his neck sitting 

with both my legs on the sides of his chair and I can feel him 

growing pressing on my honey pot and that gets me hot so I 

snuggle closer on the cock of his neck "yes babawabo you have 

been in here for so long I even forgot how it feels when you 

touch me" pure lies I can never forget what his touch do to me 

I'm just guilt tripping him for attention "we both know that not 



true mama but you are right I have been so sucked in my work 

that I forgot I have other responsibilities" he says and you can 

tell he is very frustrated with this office work because he is 

more of an assassin than this boss thing and the fact that he is 

not adjusting to it, it make me feel guilty that he made such a 

sacrifice for this family and I'm failing to meet him half way.  

"Maybe you should go out for a kill maybe that will help you 

take your mind of things and it been a while since ghost has 

been out so how about I give you some of my kills then I will do 

some office work for a few days?" And he just sighs because 

this is where most of our fight originate from me not taking my 

spot next to him as his queen in the mafia world and I feel like I 

will be giving up all that I worked so hard on and that is difficult 

for me and I don't know if I can really stop because I have so 

many people depending on my leadership in my organization 

that it will feel like I'm giving up on them and he can't 

understand because he has always ran a one man ship while I 

have two mafia groups under me because my grandfather also 

retired and I now run the African mafia too. So it's a lot of 

people depending on me "can we not talk about this my love 

because it always ends with you shouting and you know I hate 

it when you treat me like Khanu and Noma so can I just rest on 

my wife's full chest and shut out the rest of the world" Okay 

that also another issue we have it's me shouting and he says I 

can't separate being a boss and a wife of a Zulu man and he 



prefers the spoiled brat me because he contributed to that as 

well but this boss bitch attitude rubs him the wrong way and 

that when ghost comes out and he feels like both me and Ghost 

undermine his position as the head of the house. I know it's a 

lot so I pull him closer to my chest and massage his head 

because I choose to be his peace than prove a point.  

Now we are bathing the two angels and I can't help but look at 

them and smile how can just three people make one so 

complete. They're mine and I can lay my life for them, when I 

look at them, I know all the sacrifice and the hard work is worth 

it and that motivates me to do more to push myself. "Hay babe 

can we talk after putting them to bed?" And he knows what I 

mean because we have rules in this house the only business 

area is the office so No talking about business outside the office 

so if I have something to talking about I have to make an 

appointment and it shall be discussed and that one of my 

punishment because I can't separate my lives and now he 

forces the separation "Okay mama but not before having my 

sweet cake because your appointments always end up with an 

agreement and I'm too horny for that" Okay why is he thinking 

I'm going to fight with him because I actually trying to find a 

solution for our never ending fights about our work because 

this work relationship is toxic and we can't keep separating our 

lives from our work because both my family and work make me 



happy and separating them is too much and I feel like I'm 

always walking on egg shells around him.  

Akhanu is such a boss baby he demands attention from all of us 

and his sister is such a darling allowing him all the attention and 

because ghost loves the princess too much, he gets to cuddle 

her while me and death deal with the attention seeker here. I 

say me and death because she lets me in on their night routine 

of singing old lullabies in ancient language and he falls right 

asleep and it fascinates me of how old is the spirits that 

inhabits our bodies because I went and researched about it and 

Death blocked me out like I was doing something that is wrong 

and Ghost said somethings are meant to remain hidden 

because it disrupt the natural order of time and I should leave it 

alone. So since then I have let it go and let them deal with the 

weird things khanu usually do and they always take him near 

the water at full moon and both me and Bheki go blank for 

those days and we have made peace with it and Masango did 

promise us that no harm fall to the babies because whatever is 

done to akhanu its also done for Noma.  

They both sleep now and I go in the shower because I need to 

perform my wifely duties before I could have an appointment 

with boss Bheki and I hate that he make me out like I'm so 

incapable of being his wife and recently he treats me like a 

ticking boom and I really miss when he would treat me like an 



egg not that he stopped but now he also has this habit of 

thinking I'm out to burn everything in my way just to have my 

way and that not it I just love when thing run smoothly and he 

is just frustrated because he hasn't killed in a while and I have 

come to learn that Ghost and Death love killing and it feeds 

them somehow because lately Bheki only eats chicken that he 

killed himself and he even bought pots outside and he kills the 

chicken himself and it's like he always says something after the 

chicken is killed and that where I learned that I'm not behaving 

weirdly because I kill often because some missions I take myself 

and Death always comes back refreshed and it's weird that it 

does not affect the babies because one of my men once said I 

should take time out because I have young babies and it brings 

bad spirits to them but Masango says it's fine only if I go 

cleanse in the river or dam after every kill and that why Bheki 

chose a house near the dam because he is very traditional so it 

was normal to him bathing in the freezing dam but I have to 

admit it is very releasing after the bath "what's on your mind 

Mawabo you look distracted" and he comes in while I'm 

moisturizing "nothing love I'm just getting ready for my 

husband" I say putting on my silk short gown with nothing 

underneath "mmmhm" and he comes closer grabbing my waist 

bringing me closer to him and he is still a tower "I know things 

are really difficult now but I promise it will get better we are 

just finding our feet and once things settle we will get back to 



being us again" he assures and I sigh heavily because I miss us 

without boundaries and rules I miss Ghost because this days he 

never comes out just for me and when I ask I'm told that his 

thirst for blood is too much and he might hurt me and I know I 

can take it he is also part of my husband and I know I can 

handle him because I know Death is still not allowed to join in 

sexually according to their traditions and she will be ready after 

a year and I refuse I can never so I'm glad I get to handle him on 

my own but it's disappointing that he fears for me "I miss Ghost 

I feel like he's neglected me after the birth of the twins" and I 

feel him coming out with the tightness of his grip on my waist 

and I'm sure Bheki is blocked out and it's just me and him and 

he sniffs my hair in a long sniff "I'm weak woman and I know I 

might lose control" he is so formal and I stand on my toes 

reaching for his neck "I want you to share that with me allow 

me in and show me your vulnerability maybe then I can 

understand because now I feel out even Bheki is out of touch, 

I'm just floating with No anchor" I tell him honestly and he pulls 

my bottom lip between his teeth "tell me what you want and I 

shall provide it my queen" and a single tear fall from my eye he 

has never called me that "I want to dance for you again, I want 

us to go on a mission together and I want to be one with you 

not just Bheki but both of you because you are my life and I 

hating this pull between us four and I understand Death 

because she is a new mom spirituality but lately I feel alone in 



this marriage that's why I wanted to go to the doctor" all this 

time he has his eyes on mine like really listening to me "Done! 

Now come here and show me those moves" and I giggle 

because it's been so long since I have danced for him and I 

break away from him reaching for the remote playing my song  

🎶Desperado 

Sitting in a old Monte Carlo 

A man whose heart is hollow, uh 

Take it easy (I take a hold of my pole naked and I let the music 

take over) 

I'm not tryna go against you 

Actually, I'm going withcha  

Gotta get up out of here and 

You ain't leaving me behind 

I know you won't, 'cause we share common interests 

You need me, there ain't no leaving me behind 

Never, no, no, just want outta here, yeah 

Once I'm gone, ain't no going back  

Iif you want 

We could be, runaways 



Running from any sight of love 

Yeah, yeah, there ain't nothing 

There ain't nothing here for me 

There ain't nothing here for me anymore 

But I don't wanna be alone  

Desperado (he pulls me from the pole and he is already naked 

and he make me bend touching my feet and I feel him enter me 

so roughly and I whimper) 

Sitting in an old Monte Carlo 

We've both had our hearts broken, uh 

Take it easy 

I'm not tryna go against you 

I can be a lone wolf witcha  

Gotta get up out of here 

And you ain't leaving me behind 

I know you won't 

'cause we share common interests 

You need me, there ain't no leaving me behind (he is serving 

me harsh strokes and I can't take it anymore but I promised so I 



soldier on moaning and breathing so heavily and I'm sure this is 

my fifth orgasm and I'm num but he is nowhere near done with 

me) 

Never, no, no, both want outta here, yeah 

Once we're gone, ain't no going back  

If you want 

We could be runaways 

Running from any sight of love 

Yeah, yeah, there ain't nothing 

There ain't nothing here for me 

There ain't nothing here for me anymore 

I don't wanna be alone  

Dear desperado 

Yeah, I don't wanna be alone 

Dear desperado 

Yeah, I don't wanna be alone  

If you want 

We could be runaways 

Running from any sight of love 



Yeah, yeah, there ain't nothing There ain't nothing here for me 

There ain't nothing here for me anymore But I don't wanna be 

alone  If you want 

We could be runaways Running from any sight of love 

Yeah, yeah, there ain't nothing There ain't nothing here for me 

There ain't nothing here for me anymore But I don't wanna be 

alone  Yeah, yeah 

Yeah, yeah🎶 I'm now laying on my back with a burning pussy 

and Bheki is back in charge and he eating me out and my clit is 

to sensitive but he keep on eating like his last meal and I'm 

moaning like the whore I am "oh babawabo it's too much" and 

he goes down to my anal and continues eating "oh mama you 

got tired too early this is only the beginning this can last all 

night because you had a little party without me now is my turn" 

oh God I'm dead and my subconscious is screaming yes daddy 

and that is the last thing I remember. 
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Ghost  

I knew coming back was a bad idea and its  

Worse I came in a man different from myself when I was alive 

even this times are way too different from my time but this 

woman here she is something else she just knows how to get 

me to relax and on top of it all she dances. You see back in my 

time woman would dance only for her mate and he will know 

by just the moves that she is the one and woman never spoke 

back but this one is like fire 

Advertisement 

she is beautiful and very dangerous and she is the host human 

for my beloved oshun and her return not only made me happy 

but it amused me that she would return after vowing to never 

return to the human world.  

Well we are God's and Goddesses and we only come back when 

we are needed to come back and it's amazing that we came 

back in lovers this time and the love between them is just 

natural and beautiful you can tell there're soul mates. I have 

tried to merge my soul and Bheki together and it has proven to 

be difficult because his ancestors were not pure beings so to 

cleanse him I have to forge my axe again or look for my old one 

and that is more dangerous because I have souls that possess 



the axe and the healer that is assigned for my son said it will 

hinder him from reaching his destiny so I have to forge a new 

one.  

Well I didn't introduce myself my name is Ogun I'm a God of 

war and the one you know as Death is oshun my soul mate that 

disappeared because she fell in love with me helping her sister 

who love me and later became my wife but oshun never come 

back so that I could claim her and later turn into a bitter 

Goddess and because she is the goddess of water she would 

flood or with hold rain from her people. She was the most 

beautiful woman ever lived and many desired to be with her 

and she had the powers of healing her people of infertility and 

she helped alot of woman with capturing their mates who were 

not in love with them that how she met me helping her sister 

and she smeared her magic honey on her skin and come to lure 

me to her sisters chambers and because the honey was magical 

it made her skin to be smooth and very appealing to the eyes 

and I run after her aiming to have because that's what I did to 

every woman who came to the forest but she would slip each 

time I tried to touch her but I finally caught up with her and 

poured me with her honey and enchanted me and that day we 

made love and fell in love until she remembered that she was 

on a mission and lured me to her sisters chambers and I made 

love to her thinking she was oshun and oshun later vanished to 

the river vowing never to come back but now she is back and 



the child that was conceived on that encounter is now back but 

he also embodied a strength of a God I admired most and that 

is the God of thunder that's why he is our peace because oshun 

was one of the wife's of Shango the God of thunder and that is 

why we never God along because he married my love and that 

infuriated me.  

My daughter is the most beautiful thing ever reminding me of 

oshun that's why I'm so attached to her but akhanu is an 

attention seeker like the God I named him after he loves 

attention from the woman in my life and my daughter is just 

like me a hard worker she works so hard protecting him even as 

a baby and that tells e she is indeed my daughter. Speaking of 

twins in my time twin were not blessed but now it's seen a 

blessing and from the divine God. Things are so different here 

but this is the only time I have come back and I have to make 

the most of it and it helps that my companion is oshun but now 

the woman that is possessed by oshun is a rare gem she gives 

me the real sensation that only oshun ever gave me that fuels 

me to work really hard in merging our souls because I over 

power him so much because I'm a God and he is a human and 

this is not good for him it might even drive him insane and that 

what I'm avoiding because I chose him because of his tenacity 

and strong will he is not driven by anger or vengeance he leads 

a peaceful live fighting for his place in the world that's what 

attracted me to his soul but Death on the other hand is willing 



to live in peace with her host and give her guidance rather than 

take over because she said she is stronger than her and I think 

she just loves how free spirited she is and she can fight her 

battles without investing emotions in them and that is one 

thing Goddesses lacked in my time the ruled with emotions too 

much and I love this woman Alutha is strong matching the kind 

of woman I yearned for that why I took many wives in my time 

but she is all that I need and hearing her say she feels like she 

lacks something infuriated me last night and I think it's time I 

speak to this boy because we are going to lose her if he is this 

weak to handle a queen like her she needs a God not his weak 

self that wants her to always fight so I'm doing this even though 

I know this is dangerous he might lose his mind if I reveal my 

self to him so I need a quiet dark place to do this so I remove 

the queen on top of me and her skin is so soft like butter and 

honey you can tell she is posses oshun in her she is so beautiful 

and her spirits so pure you can never guess she is pure killer 

and she is so skill full in her train while I have to possess this 

idiot to kill beautifully but I don't blame him he is just a human 

but that is about to change.  

I kiss her lips and she radiate love that warms my soul and I 

know who is responsible for it "ohun ti ko tọ si oriṣa mi" (what 

wrong my godess)  



"Ko si nkankan Olorun mi sugbon mo mo ohun ti o ngbero ati 

awọn ti o mọ awọn ewu sugbon o tun fẹ lati se"(Nothing my 

God but I know what you are planning and you know the 

dangers but you still want to do it)  

"O yatọ si ati pe o tun le lero pe idi ti o fi jẹ ki o jẹ alakoso ati 

itan yii ti a ko gba laaye lati kopa ninu nkan ibalopọ ṣaaju ki 

akoko rẹ to pari jẹ awawi nikan ati pe o tun le rii pe ọmọkunrin 

yii yoo padanu rẹ ti o ba jẹ o tẹsiwaju ni ọna yii nitorinaa Mo n 

mu awọn ọran si ọwọ ara mi ṣaaju ki o pẹ ju"(She is different 

and you can also feel it that why you are letting her be in 

charge and this story of not being allowed to partake in sexual 

thing before you time is done is just an excuse and you can also 

see this boy will lose her if he continues this way so I'm taking 

matters into my own hands before its too late)  

"O dara, jẹ ki a nireti pe o ṣaṣeyọri nitori pe ibatan yii gbọdọ 

ṣiṣẹ nitori ọmọ mi o ko le ni anfani lati kuna wa lẹẹkansi nitori ni 

akoko yii Emi ko jẹ ki o lọ Emi yoo ja ati pe o daju pe o ko fẹ 

iyẹn."(Well let's hope you succeed because this relationship has 

to work for my son's sake you can't afford to fail us again 

because this time I will not let him go I will fight and I'm sure 

you don't want that)  

You see what I mean when I say they are too emotional and the 

fact that she is still sleeping during all of this means I exhausted 

her and she took it like a gem she is because No human can 



stand wrathful spirit of a God even in a human body I can do 

some damage and last night proved that she is what I need.  

I dress in this pants they call sweatpants and it's better than the 

skirts of straw we use to wear and I must admit the live in this 

time is way easier but I hate the peace but at least they make it 

up with labour the people in this time work very hard even the 

woman and that's also a new thing woman in my time were 

spoiled but woman now work as hard as the man and I love it.  

I'm now driving to that place he plans on turning into a 

blacksmith work shop and that's one of my bright ideas since I 

can't go in the field like I used to. I do miss it but it's not that 

deep and I'm offended that my queen thinks that what feeds 

my soul because she is so wrong and I kill my own food because 

I miss doing it and it's our way to thank every animal that gave 

it's life to fill our stomach and nourish our bodies and we send 

it on its way to better after life that's all the is to it no sacrifice 

being done and my only sacrifice is to send payer along to the 

divine God nothing else.  

I get to the workshop and I go to the dark room and this will 

serve as my office and prepare for the ritual and this is 

wizardry. We practice wizardry I'm my time and it was normal 

and it is taught in school so it's not a bad thing like now where 

they use the skill for greed. I draw a circle in the centre of the 

room light candles chanting a few ancient spells for this ritual.  
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GHOST  

After all that preparation for the ritual, I stand in the middle of 

the circle surrounded by candles I chant the spell over and over 

until I feel a pull and I'm separated from his body and because I 

used a protection spell for his mind so that he does not go mad 

he is standing like he is in a trans and that what I want. I release 

him with another spell so that he understands what's 

happening “don't panic it's me Ogu... I mean Ghost’ he is 

looking at me in horror because I'm in my original body and he 

is panicking because he can't even remember himself before I 

even came to possess him. “Relax you are not going crazy I just 

want us to talk man to man well I'm a God so it will be God to 

man” and he goes frantic and it's frustrating because I just want 

to talk it's not that deep “oh Nkulunkulu wami ngiyahlanya”(oh 

my god I'm going crazy) he keeps moving in the circle because 

he can't leave the circle because of the protect barrier “WILL 

YOU KEEP STILL BEFORE YOU DRIVE YOU SELF CRAZY” and he 

stills because I used my God voice just to calm him. there is 

nothing that calms a human like fear and that works in my 

Favour “can we talk now?” and he nods his head very fast 

wanting this to be over  

“okay I want to talk about your wife” and he pops his eyes out 

so much like he is remembering only now that he is married 



with kids and he composes himself very quickly not wanting to 

show that that they are his weakness, good that means he is 

not completely out of it “what about them?” and that attitude 

tells me he is back to being the cocky bastard he used to be 

before we met and that making me proud that I possessed him 

first “your wife is going to leave you if you continue this. If you 

don’t stop this thing of wanting to control her and we both 

know you can’t you can’t afford that” he quickly nods in 

understanding “good boy now you are going to listen to me. 

You are going go home and talk to you wife and try and 

understand her reasoning behind most of her decisions and you 

are going to understand because that’s what good husbands do 

okay?” he is not agreeing with me. so I edge him to speak up 

because I can tell he disagreeing with me “I don’t understand 

why can't why can't she be the on the being reasoned with 

because I feel like she is selfish because I gave up everything for 

the family and she on the other hand she is not willing Hai I 

don’t understand” this boy is going piss me off  

“can you give birth?” and he shakes his head “well my boy 

that’s your answer she sacrificed a lot just to be with you and 

she turned against her family to be with and on top of it all she 

carried my babies full term and she gave birth to them under 

the extreme conditions and you were not here to hold her hand 

through all that” and he nod that tells me he is getting me so I 

also nod “I really love her. Me and you have to work hand in 



hand to fix this and I'm also working hard for us to finally be 

one so that we are one soul can you make it easier for me too 

by keeping our home peaceful because now we are really toxic 

and the babies don’t need that we will have this meetings 

regularly so that I bring you up to speed regarding us merging 

so that you won't shut off from me so much because as much 

as you hate it I hate it too because sometimes you use me as 

referee between you and your wife and its unfair for me 

because I'm always the bad guy while you go Scot free and I 

hate it when she is mad at me because she is also my life 

partner’’  

our time is up we can't be separated for a long period of time 

because that could cause damage to his mind. The connection 

is breaking and the spell is wearing off ‘’it's time to go I will 

reach out soon so that we talk about some things okay’’ and he 

nods and the candles go off and I'm back in his body and I allow 

him time to adjust to being back and for the memories of us 

talking to come back and it goes dark.....  

Bheki  

This can't be happening 

this is witchcraft, I have to get rid of all these things and go 

home if fact where am I? I look around and it looks like my new 

workshop and I'm still surprised even today why I want to go in 

to iron forging it has never been my thing but lately I have the 



edge to do it but if Ghost brought me here it means its more his 

thing than mine and I take a picture for Masango to explain 

further for me.  

After the cleaning I go out to my car and I pause a bit thinking 

about what he said and if it's true then I'm ashamed of myself 

because it means I'm hurting her every day because whenever 

she shouts I switch off and allow Ghost to take over and when 

everything settles I feel like her and Ghost undermine me 

because I won't even know how they hatched things out and 

having her happy rubs me the wrong way and honestly she 

seems more happier with Ghost than when she is with me and I 

don’t remember when was the last time she danced for me but 

last night she danced for him and they had a whole session 

while I was left out. what makes it even worse is that she 

seemed well pleasured when I started and that bruised my ego 

so much that I gave her orgasms until she passed out before I 

even entered her.  

Maybe it’s a good thing he is talking about us merging whatever 

that means because this is hell and right now I need advice and 

my fathers are too traditional for this talk so I have no choice 

but to go to her grandfather even though he hates my guts but 

I know he loves her and maybe this might give us a chance to 

bond and the fact that he has been married so decades assures 

me that I will get the advice I'm looking for. I waste no time 



driving to his house and luckily for me it's not very far from our 

house and the workshop is also in close proximity of our home. 

I drive right through because the security knows me this a long 

as drive way. When I park the car, he is already waiting for me 

at the door “your plan of marrying my heiress didn’t work now 

you are here to finish off” he mocks like he unsurely does I 

hope my granddaughter is fine with that face you are wearing 

come in and go greet my wife then come straight to my office” 

and I go to the garden because this old woman loves the 

garden and as usual she is her bubbly self and I get her famous 

lip kisses and I go to the office and he is already waiting with a 

glass of whisky and I happily receive it not minding that it’s still 

very early in morning for it “now tell me what’s wrong because 

you look like a men carrying the world on his shoulders and by 

the looks of things it has to do with a woman” and I sigh heavily 

because I don’t even know how to start but I have to talk 

because only he can understand what I’m going through “I’m 

loosing my wife and I don’t know what to do” that’s all I say and 

he signs I go on “well we are always fighting and because I 

don’t like fighting with her I switch to Ghost and he deals with it 

but lately I feel like they are undermining me and I raised the 

issue and it started another fight and the circle began again 

with me in the dark and when I return they are fine and I’m left 

out so I decided to avoid conflict and I bury myself in my work 

and today I found out that she feels neglected by me and she 



might leave me and I can’t have that she is my life” and he 

looks at me like he is thinking “so what’s the main reason of the 

arguments” and I breath in and out before answering “her not 

joining me in the mafia Monarchy and leaving her organization”  

“Okay I see now what is the problem. She will never give up her 

role for a sitting duck position she will never give up her 

inheritance for being Donna but she might compromise if you 

give her an offer she can’t refuse” and he makes it sounds so 

easy and what offer could that be “she love her family more 

than anything and you coming for a legacy approach might 

sway her in the right path sell her a dream of giving the next 

generations the freedom to choice and more opportunities 

then use the position as an anchor to your arguments in so 

many words sell her and attractive deal because with the way 

you are going you will lose her and I know this because she 

takes after me so I know I can’t teach you boys everything.”  
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ALUTHA 

Waking up alone after a night of passion sucks worse, I'm 

woken by khanu’s scream I'm telling this boy can scream for no 

reason I know to get worry when Noma is also cry but my baby 

girl is silently playing with her feet like it’s the first discovery of 

man, she is the most peaceful baby I've ever met. I go and pick 

up my son going around the wing looking for my husband and 

he is nowhere to be found and I go back to the room to look for 

my phone he never goes anywhere without leaving a note so I 

call him and it goes unanswered. I hope everything is okay let 

me go to make breakfast for the twins and today I feel like 

going out but not alone so I will just call José because he won't 

mind spending my money I'm telling you that boy is stingy. let 

me call him it rings three times before he answered 

Jose: talk to me 

Me: Like really so what happens to your manners because  I 

know that mami taught you some? 

Jose: “sorry Donna it won't happen again” he is calling me that 

just to piss me off 

Me: “to think I wanted to spend my money on you. Oh well I 

will just go home bye Jose” I say that hanging up my phone and 

I know that is an invitation to come to my house so I order a big 



breakfast from a Cuban restaurant for the three of us while 

making baby food for the twins 

Advertisement 

well I don’t really cook because it's just not me and my husband 

as traditional as he is he doesn't mind and because he like 

treating like a baby he makes most of my food. My intercom 

rings and I look at the monitor to check who it is and I buzz 

them in. I wonder what Aya is doing here so early because 

these days she is either the perfect makoti or being the coolest 

mom to her monster kid but I don’t blame her she has finally 

got her happily ever after with Lesego of all people but I'm 

really happy for the both of them. In come my flamboyant 

niece(uyaphapha shame) screaming for Noma like she can hear 

or respond “Noma” she continues until she sees her on her high 

chair u would swear she can understand and she completely 

disregarded my presences but what do I know I'm just her rich 

aunt who can buy her first car when she turns 18. “oh hi untie 

princess I didn’t see you there” god this child thinks she is an 

adult “morning princess how are you doing today?” and she 

looks at me like I grew horns “please refrain from calling me 

princess I'm not Noma’s age” this one think she is a big girl well 

I have a surprise for she will be princess for the rest of her life 

even I can't escape the name she doesn't even know my real 

name “where is your mom  because she should have parked 



already” and she is disturbed by my phone ringing before she 

could respond and it's her mom weird “I'm sorry girl I know if I 

asked you would have refused and her grandparents are also 

busy and your older brother banned her from his house after 

she asked where babies come from so it's your turn to deal 

with her me and my men what to have a chilled day in doors” 

wow she hangs up before I could even get a word in and she is 

right I would have refused if she asked because this little Missy 

is a lot to handle and they all know I can’t even handle the 

twins on my own what more of three kids the other one is a 

speaker box and the other is 6 going on 100 even the questions 

she asks are way older that her wow! that means I’m not going 

anywhere because I know they will come get her when the 

weekend is over. Maybe I should call Sean to visit and he can 

bring his tiny tots with great plan let me call. It rings five times 

before he answers 

Sean: “hello my love what’s up” and that alone is enough to 

bring a smile on my face 

Me: please come over and please bring the Mrs. I’m alone with 

the kids and Aya just dropped her boom on me” and he is silent 

Sean: No, I don’t want to traumatize my woman please I can’t 

I’m sorry my love you know I can do anything for you but not 

Lesedi and khanu at the same time” wow this one is hurting me 

what’s wrong with my son. 



Me: "Sean what are you trying to say about my son he is not as 

bad as Lesedi” he must never compare my son to this devil in 

frozen outfit. 

Sean: “No I can’t compare him to Lesedi, khanu is worse he is 

the devil himself” and he burst out laughing wow to think he is 

my favorite cousin 

Me: “wow Sean you are hurting me my son is an angel” he is 

still laughing and talking to someone in his background “Okay 

we will be there at ten okays” okay at least I have someone to 

help me with these two. I finish up feeding the kids and little 

madam helps me bath the kids and I also bath and my husband 

is still not back maybe he took my advice and went on a 

Mission. 

  

Siphosethu (tiny tots) 

  

We are on our way to Sean’s cousin’s house the doctor. He says 

we are invited to stay the night so I have my overnight bag and 

I packed swimwear as well because I heard, she loves the water 

and since it’s summer we might swim. “So babe you have to 

prepare yourself for what you are about to go through khanu 

and Lesedi are a nightmare so be ready” yes that’s the reason 

we are invited it’s because apparently his cousin was left with a 



monster type of kid that everyone in the family avoids and she 

also has a devil child that screams the whole day and this super 

woman I met that night can’t handle her own kids but I don’t 

believe it because that’s farfetched “that can’t be real babe 

because the last time it’s seemed like you were scared of her 

and I’m also scared of her" and he gives me one of his panty 

dropping smiles and I can't get enough of them “babe yes we 

are scared of her most of the time and well her and her 

husband are legit scary but when she is not being Donna she is 

just a spoiled wife. that men does everything for her and it’s 

weird because he is your typical Zulu man like your dad but she 

doesn’t even lift a finger and when he is not available we as a 

family are responsible for his family because we are scared of 

him and it has been like that even before they met because 

princess was the only girl in the family for all her life because 

she was raised by my uncle and his four sons because her mom 

died in childbirth so it was them for the first 18 years of her life 

and she never had a female figure in her life oh and friends 

until she met me and Aya her best friend in WITS and she was 

my first female bestie for full 6 years my ride or die before we 

discovered we are related and she is my grandparents long lost 

son’s daughter well her father was kidnapped when he was 

only two months by a nanny that later killed herself when she 

was found and she left the baby at a river to die but luckily a 

fishermen picked the baby and raised him the best way he 



could because he also lived in those skwata camps for fisher 

men and he was never married so you can imagine how 

growing up was like for him but he made it out and later got 

married to the love of his life and she died giving birth to his 

only daughter” Okay he made that up there is no way that is a 

real story  “ babe stop lying I’m sure you saw that in a movie or 

novel” and he shrugs his shoulders he does that when he is 

telling the truth and doesn’t want to argue wow that means it 

true wow. I didn’t even see we are here this house is so 

beautiful but who park all her cars outside because the last we 

were here she hinted that they have more than one car “it 

seems like the whole squad is here this must be an emergency” 

he says that parking and running to the house without even 

closing the door and that makes me nervous what are we going 

to find in there so I rush out following him and the door is open 

and I can hear her crying all the way from the door and I rush to 

the direction of the cry and I find her in an older handsome 

looking gentleman and he is rocking her back and forth like a 

baby I wonder what happened here it looks like a mess and 

there is a screaming baby that Sean is trying calm down 

because everyone here seems more concerned with the 

mother and my poor baby is holding the handsome little man 

like he will slip at any time “did someone try and call Bheki?” 

The other older looking gentleman asks “Hai Mina I don’t blame 

her can you hear that he sounds like someone is killing him I 



feel like my ears are bleeding and as for this monster who 

decided she can cook Hai” he looks younger than the first guys 

maybe they are the brothers and the monster is a little girl 

wearing a princess dress and she has a look that says ‘girl you 

better stay out of my business’ and I don’t think there is 

someone who would touch her and I have a feeling that the 

lipstick on this walls and furniture are her doing but I'm also not 

going to ask. 
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SETHU (TINY TOTS) 

I have been stuck in this place since I entered this house I don’t 

know what to do because she is still crying and the men I have 

come to learn is her Dad is still fusing over her and she is a mess 

and these two are her older brothers and they are not making 

things easier by blaming kids but the little beautiful girl in the 

baby grip should be the other twin and she is playing like 

nothing is happening and right now I would like to be her. Well 

let me tell you something babies are not my thing and family 

and spoiled wife’s I’m your typical slay queen type of person 

I’m never concerned about what other people are doing unless 

it affects me directly so this situation here is not my scene and I 

feel like a fish out water with people talking all at once it’s 

chaos and when I think it can’t get worse the other team of 

white people come in and it’s worse I think I have a headache 

she is now surrounded by the white men and the one that once 

drove us to KZN seems like he is getting through to her and she 

is told she must walk it out or he will beat her ass black and 

blue I’m telling you those were the exact words hai! I’m in a 

telenovela because she goes out wiping her eyes and they all sit 

down looking exhausted wow that’s was a lot “now would 

someone tell me what’s going on and where is Mkhize” they all 

keep quiet looking at the white men “son can you come down 



because we also don’t know where he is but I know he would 

not just disappear” and the all nod “then why did I find my 

sister and Donna in tears like a small baby?” Hai he is the other 

brother hai this family is complicated “I think there is 

something wrong the last time she was like this was when she 

was pregnant” and the all look at each other “the bastard 

scored my sister again I’m going to kill him he is turning my 

mother’s last born into a baby factory” wow hai telenovela I tell 

you clap hands once and in true telenovela style the man of the 

hour arrives and he looks scary as hell and I’m waiting for that 

one who said he is going to kill him to do the killing but he is 

suddenly quiet “what the fuck is going on in my house and 

what’s this mess here…” He looks around and Sean comes with 

the screaming baby and hands it to him he says something to 

the baby and he keeps quiet like he was not crying like he was 

possessed just now and the mother comes in with her eyes 

wide open like she just witnessed a miracle and I’m sure it’s the 

sudden quietness and when her eyes land on her husband the 

water works begin and he is laying the now sleeping baby in the 

grip next her sister the wife runs to her husband and he lifts her 

into his arms like she weighs nothing “why is my wife crying and 

who allowed Lesedi in my house because I’m sure is the reason 

for all this mess” Okay he is very mad and it looks like everyone 

in this house scared of him “it’s all your fault for turning my 

mother’s child into a baby making machine Bheki because the 



last time she cried like this was when she was pregnant” Okay 

the crying bride keeps quiet for a minute and tears stop 

immediately “who said I’m pregnant” Okay she is quiet and 

now standing near her husband they now both look angry I feel 

shivers down my spine “Donna…………….” I didn’t even hear a 

thing because he is speaking another language I think it’s 

Spanish “you see why I didn’t want to bring my girl here she is 

traumatized now” it’s only now this one remembers he has a 

girl friend and it had to be when things are juicy now he ruined 

the whole thing because the couple goes up the stairs and the 

other ones go to the opposite direction after saying ‘welcome 

to the family’ only the old man goes out the door and we are 

left with little Missy here “princess come let go bath” says my 

man after pecking my lips and mouths sorry and I’m led to a 

room upstairs and it’s pink with three beds okay this must be 

her room “Dada it wasn’t me who made aunty princess cry it 

was khanu” he is taking off her clothes “I know sweetheart 

khanu is always to blame” Okay I think these two get along 

“and I was only making pancakes to make her feel better” and 

he nods “Dada who is the girl sitting on my bed? ”she asked 

looking at me straight “oh princess that is aunty Sethu she is 

dada's special friend” and she keep on starring at me “she is 

pretty” wow she says with a bit of an attitude this little brat “I 

know right she is really pretty but not more than you” and she 

giggles hiding her face with her tiny hands and it confirms it I 



don’t like her “oh dada I know I’m the prettiest girl in the world 

my daddy says that all the time” and he nods idiot he always 

says I’m the most beautiful girl in the world so this means he 

says it to all his girls and I told my arms giving him a stink eye to 

redeem himself and he mouths sorry idiot….. 

The Book is End here more chapters will be post soon! 
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